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LEXISm-NEXISB is proud to feature this award we received as a Charter member of the Special
Libraries Association's President's Circle. SLA and its members are critical to the information
professional community. As always, LEXIS-NEXIS is pleased to provide SLA members with
the tools they need to collect, manage and use information more productively.
LEXIS-NEXISand SLA. . . a prized relationship.
LEXIS-NEXIS and the Special Libraries Association. A tradition of partnering.
Our support includes. . .
International Special Librarians Day
*Annual Conference
-Active Members
Winter Education Conference
*Distance Learning Seminar
*Chapter Events
*Information Partnership Videos *Division Activities
Need help? Call the LEXIS-NEXIS consultant in your area.
Or, visit us at the web page - http://www.lexis-nexis.com/infopro/

YOUR INFORMATION PARTXERSI" Now,More Than Ever!

.

I FXTS and NFXTS are
reeistered trademarks of Reed Elsevier Prooerties Inc used under license.
~- YOUR =FORMATION PARTXRS and the I N ~ O R ~ ~ A T I OARRAY
N
logo are trademjks of Reed Elsevier Properties Inc., used under Bcense.
01996 LEXIS-NEXIS. a division of Reed Eiseviei Inc. All iights =served.
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Knowledge
is Power.

Expand your knowledge
with INSPEC.
The IXSPEC Database has long been recognized as the world's largest and mcst
comprehensive English language database ic its field, with over 5 million records
covering all aspects of electrical and electrofics engiceering, physics, compticg a~zd
control, and information technology.
But we're more than a database. We aiso serve ycur Information needs with prkt and
electronic versions of IEE journals, with IEE books, IEE Conference Proceedings and
Colloquiilm Digests, Distance Learning Videos, and much nore, in such areas as:

Electrical engineering
Telecormmications
Electrical power systems

* Physics
Computing
Electromagcetic waves

* Signa! precessing
Control engheericg
Idormaticn technciogy

To find out more about how IWSPEC can help you, cail or write tls a: the address
below, or browse our world wide web page at http://www.iee.org.rnW.

The Power of I n f o m o n

iEEE Operations Center e 445 Hoes Lane, ?kcataway * EJ 08855
Te1:(908) 562-5549 Fax:(908) 562-8737' * e-maii:inspec@ieee.org
Aii WINSPEC i;roducis available in :he Americas tbro-gh the INSPSC Desamen: oi:i;e

EEE

fQ

Taming the Wild Web Page: A Web Consultant Tells All
Your Web site has an incredible color scheme, fancy fonts, elaborate tables within
tables within frames, and no visitors. Shelly West explains why your Webcounter
isn't rolling, and how to give it a jumpstart.

14 Managing Scientific Journals in the Digital Era
Carol Tenopir and Donald King, recipients of the 1995196 Steven I. Goldspiel research
grant, explore the electronic phenomenon in search of scientific journals, pricing
policies, and the librarian's role in educating consumers.
20 1997/98 Candidates for S
M Office
Stop in and meet the 1997/98 candidates for office.
33 50 Years of Silent Service: Inside the CIA Library
Have you ever worried that a delay in filling your customer's request could end up
costing peoples' lives? Have you ever sent your trash to be burned? Occurences like
these are just part of the job for librarians at the CIA Library.

S Executive Outlook
SLA Executive Director David R. Bender shares how the association is positioning
itself for the next century, and how we can ensure that these efforts do not become
simply "smoke and mirrors."

& Making News

8 Conference Countdown
4 3 Public Relations Outlook
18 Professional Development Outlook
'8 9 Money Matters

36 Findings: Research & Your Bottom tine
39 Government Relations Outlook
38 On the Net

48 Special Librarians
42 Book Reviews
43 Copyright Corner

I Letters to the Editor

39 Coming Events
44 In Summary

$7 Classifiid
Cow.

Illustration by Belinda Lee.
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Bibliodata . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .19,43
www.bibliodata.com

Disclosure, Inc. . . . . . . . . . . . . cover 3
www.disc1osure.com

Dun 6L Bradstreet
Information Services . . . . . . . . . . . .3 1
www.dnb.com

Knight-Ridder
Information, Inc. . . . . cover 2, cover 4
www.krinfo.com

The Library of Congress

. . . . . . . . . .41

Moody's Investors Service . . . . . . . '35
www.moodys.com
Ovid Technologies, Inc. . . . . . . . . . .J2
Potomac Publishing Company . . . . .40
www.potomacpub.com
Questel Orbit . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .9
www.qpat.com

Smoke and Mirror
SLA has a new look! The dynamic logo selected by our Board of Directors will help position us for
the 21st century. This logo resulted from a sort of psychoanalysis of the association. The board considered not only where the association and its members are, but where we want to be.
However, a logo is only a reflection of our identity-not the identity itself. For our association to
make the leap into the new millennium, each of us-members, officers, and staff-must put a new spin
on our identity as well.
Our board is doing its part to help prepare us. For example, if you haven't seen "Competencies for
Special Librarians for the 21st Century," I urge you do to so. This document analyzes the major professional and personal competencies that we wilI need to succeed in the future.
This report, prepared by the Special Committee on Competencies for Special Librarians, was initially
presented at the Board of Directors meeting in June 1996. The board felt the report was of such great importance to special Iibrarians that
it deserved the widest possible dissemination. Therefore, we have posted it on the SLA Web site at www.sla.org, published it in SpeciaList,
and mailed brochures prepared by the committee for your convenience. This classy executive summary is an excellent way for us to move
our profession forward in the eyes of those for whom we work. Extrz copies are available by faxing a request to SLA's Professional Development Department at 1-202-265-93 17.
We also focused our very successful 1996 State-of-the-Art Institute on creating the virtual library. Participants learned how to take advantage of the increased capability and reliability of today's technology to revolutionize how their libraries operate. They also learned
about the special skills that they will need as managers in this new environment. (Proceedings from the 1996 SLA State-of-the-Art Institute can be purchased by faxing a request to SLA's Nonserial Publications staff at 1-202-265-93l7.)
Similarly, the board and I are committed to creating a virtual association. We want you to be able to communicate with SLA and find
the information you want when you need it-not just during headquarters office hours. We also intend to create partnerships with businesses, government, and other associations to ensure SLA's electronic presence in the Information Age.
Something you will be hearing a lot about is our "Five Bold Steps" to move SLA into the 21st century. Very simply, these steps are to
strengthen relationships with our members, strengthen the global infrastructure of the association, strengthen staff skilIs, and strengthen
our financial position. These steps used together will make this virtual association, our fifth step, a reality.
Our Web site was an important place to start. Sponsored by Disclosure, Inc., I like to think of our site as a work of art in progress. We
are continuing to expand and improve the content by adding new features, such as more government relations information, marketing
aids that can be downioaded, and a new feedback page. There is also a virtual slide show that presents the association's objectives for
1997 and beyond.
This year, we plan to begin integrating our paper and electronic publishing efforts and to develop an online system to make it easier
and faster for you to purchase SLA products and services. For our chapters and divisions, we will enable our Web site to host their Web
pages, and we will begin implementing "discussion lists" and "chat rooms." I have one chat room under development which will be titled
My Web-Footed Friend (its logo will be a Canada goose). More on this later!
Clearly, all of the changes within our association and profession have necessitated the adoption of a new logo, and I hope that you are
as proud of it as I am. I beIieve it is a very positive step for all of us to take together.
It is now up to us to reinforce the modern, dynamic, forceful image that our new logo conveys. Ultimately, we will be measured by the
quality and substance of our work. We must strive to meet the information needs of our organizations harder, faster, and smarter. If we
continue to do only what we have done in the past, fne new logo will be nothing more than smoke and mirrors.
I am confident, however, that we will not allow this to happen. I look forward to working with each of you in 1997 to shape our future!

David R. Bender, Ph.D.
Executive Director
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Katherine Cveljo, Professor
Emerita at the University of
North Texas, Denton, had an article, "lnternational Students in
American Library and Information Science Schools," published
in Engclopedia of library and
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SUPPI.20, 1996, pp. 209-269).
The article focuses on the education of international students
in American schools of library
and information science and the
integration of global professional issues and various aspects of
international and comparative
library and information services
into the American LIS school
curricula. Cveljo is a member of
the Texas Chapter and the Business Q F i c e Division.

HPRC FclgowsMp
h
~ AppEi~af
d $@a$
The National Historical Publications and Records Commission (XHPRC) is currently accepting applications from individuais for its Fellowship in Archival Administration, which
provides advanced administrative training in archives. The
stipend for the archival felIow is
$35,000, with up to $7,000 in
fringe benefits. The fellowship
is a 9-12 month period beginning between August and Octaber 1997. The deadline for apnlications is March 1. 1997.

J@scphN,Whitfen
Joseph N. Whitten, ProfesPalmer
of

wffliam 4, Gond9srua

developed the research facility,
bringing it to its present hi&tech information services Ievel.
Prior To joining Blue Cross, Condon was director of Clay County
Public Library. He was a delegate
to the 1978 Florida's Governors
Conference on Libraries and to
the 1979 White House Conference on Libraries. Condon was a
longtime member of the Special
Libraries Association, active in
both the Florida-Caribbean Chapter and the Insurance & Employee Benefits Division.

Informatian Science (Val. 57,

,

'

.

:

the State University of New York
Maritime College in the Bronx,
and was on the faculty of Cooper Union in Manhattan. He was
an active member of the Special
Libraries Association, serving as
the advisor to the student chapter at LIU's C.W. Post campus in
Greenville, NY. A memorial service was held on the campus
December 14 to honor his memory. He was a member of the
LouisianalSouthern Mississippi
Chapter and the Science-Technolog Division.
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There was a syndicated news
columnist who occasionally
wrote about what he wouldn't
have known if he didn't open
his mail. If I didn't open my
mail, I would not have known
that SLA President Sylvia Piggott spoke at the European

CsuneEI @nU b m y
Resomeo Awm&
F1v~&an%
The Council on Library Resources awarded five grants for
studies in the field of economics
of idormation that will broaden
an understanding of the cost
benefits and efficiency of using
electronic technology in order to
deliver information in gbraries.
The grants were given to the
University of Michigan, Iowa
State University, and Viginia
Commonwealth Universiiy, with
two going to Rutgers University.
The deadline for submission for
the next round of the Mellon
Small Grants in the Economics of

December 1996. This expression of the international nature
of SLA is noteworthy. I applaud
the chapter's officers for recruiting szch a inspirational speaker! !would have Loved to have
been in London to hear her. Actuaily, I would l i e to be in London at just a b o ~ tany time,
stopping over on my way to fie
beautiful British countryside!
AID 7: perhaps, revealing a
secret motive for wanting to be
a iibrarim with international
interests? Since I have been so

bold, what are your motives?
I've heard that most SLA members with international interests
work fox companies with foreign branches that are headquartered in the United States.
Academic and nonprofit organizations' interests focus on supporting the programs they service and learning how others
address common situations. Finally, there are also the many
international and government
agencies, whose librarians seem
to have the best of both motives.
In addition to fulfilling
members' personal and professional motives, associations
must have missions within visionary frameworks. The hformation socie9- has gone global.
Thus, SLA's mission "to shape
the destiny of our information
society," is appropriate and
should be taken in the context
that "The Special Libraries Association (SiAj is an international association of information professionals and special
librarians...'' Note that this does
NOT say "an association of international information..." One
aspect of shaping the information society is libranunship development. Why else are we
discussing a report on competencies for special librarians?
In a book by Gary M. Pitkin
titled fie impact OJI Emergng
Technologies 02 Reference Service and Bibliographic Instntction (Westport: CT: Greenwood
Press, 19951, Charles V?. Conoway describes the activities of
10 organizations and also lists
10 others that support library
development activities abroad.
Special Libraries Association is
not among these 20. Since SLA

.

is the second largest library and
information-relate0 association
in North America and the third
largest in the world, what
should be our organization's
motives for calling itself international?
.

.

by Me1 Westeman. Westerman is business/econornics librarian,
Penn State Universig, Universify Park, PA. For more in&ation
on "InternatzonalNews, " or to contribute to the column, pfease
contact SLA3 International Relations Committee Chair Mary Lee
Kennedy at: I-508-486-2540;fk.x: 1-508-486-2302; Internet:
mag4 kenned-o.
dec.corn.
.
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SLA's 88th Annual Conference, "Information Pronab at the Crossroads:

attraction to both tourists and locals alile is
the Ballard Locks (officially known as the
Hiram M. Chittenden Locks). The locks sepS? 6 % Change as Opportunity," will take arate the two different water levels of Puget
: ,= 7 place at tine Washington Convention Sound and Lake Union, and allow boats to
& Trade Center located in down~own move back and forth between these two
Seattle. While the downtown area offers bodies of water. It's worth seeing and it's
many interesting places to shop, eat, and free to the public. While you're there, enjoy
explore-all within walking distance or a not only thz daily parade of boats, but also
short riding distance-you'll want to take the gardens and the salmon ladders-a spectime out to explore beyond the boundaries tacular sight to see during spawning season.
of Seattle's downtown area. The Emerald
A favorite of locals in the pursuit of fitCity has many colorful areas worth visiting, ness and fun is Green Lake Park. You'll
all within the city limits, and most are find many Seattle-ites walking, running,
readily accessible from downtown.
bicycling, and rollerblading around the
Seattle hosts a diversity of neighbor- more than 3-mile path circling Green Lake.
hoods, typical of a world-class city. An esti- Green Lake itself accounts for almost half
mated 532,900 people live in some IOC U.S. of the neighborhood's geographical area.
Census Bureau-designated neighborhoods. Restaurants and shops dot the small cornHere are just a few suggested places to con- mercial strips around the lake. While there,
sider visiting while you're here.
be sure to check out the Honey Bear Bakery, a local favorite.

H@s%$swest
SmEk
On the northwest shore of Lake Union
lies Fremont, probably the most bohemian
of all Seattle's neighborhoods. You'll find
many cafes and taverns here, as well as
coffee houses and a good share of eclectic
shops and other attractions. Be sure to look
for the popular public sculptures, "Waiting
for the Interurban" and "The Troll," as well
as a more recent addition to Fremont, a
statue of Lenin, which has generated some
local controversy.
West of Fremont, bordering Shilshole
Bay and the Ship Canal, is the neighborhood of Ballard. This Scandinavian fishingport community offers its own brand of interesting sights and sounds. Check out Market Street, which offers shops of Scandinavian culture and heritage. Another favorite

PBof$heasB$&at%Ie
Seattle's University District, iocated
northeast of downtown, serves a community which includes some 33,000 sadents of
tihe University of Washingtor: (W).University Way, popularly 'Known as "The
Ave,' is the main thoroughfare and offers
theaters, music clubs, taverns, cafes, and
shops. Check out LWs Burke Museum and
the Henry Art Gallery whiie you're there. If
you're a sports fan, visit UW's Husky Stadium located on the east end of the campus.

Cents& SeaBtde
Just east of downtown toward Lake
Washington is the colorful and vibrant
neighborhood of Capitol Hill. A walk aiong
Broadway, Capitol Hill's main thoroughfare,

by Rex Rqes. Rqes is news researchec Seattle Times, Seatte, WA, Fm more infomation
about the conference, pleae view the 88th Annual Conjzrence home page- at
sla.rnicrosoJ?.com. Foryour added convenience, SLA is now accepting Amenkun Express as
a conference payment option in addiaon to Visa and MasterCard.
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SeaeSle? H i u m P4.Chittenderr ~actrs,
will give you a taste of this neighborhood's
proud heritage of diversity. The heart of Seattle's large and visible gay and lesbian
communities, Capitol Hill offers a jubilant,
artsy, on-the-edge atmosphere. Enjoy the
many shops, restaurants, and other attractions or! Broadway and 15th Avenue. While
on the Hill, be s u e tc check out Volunteer
Park and the Seattie Asian Art Museum located on the park's grounds. If you're a
martial arts fan, you might want to pay
your respects at the grave sites ~f Bruce
and Brandcn Lee. iocated in Lakeview Cemetery just nex: to Volunteer Park. A walk
around fhe area will give you a chance to
admire the many refurbished Victorian residential houses or, Capitol Hill.
Across Lake Union from Capitol H i is
tbe neighhhood of Queen Anne. Lower
Queen Anne is hone to the Seattle Center,
Cle Space Keedle, and many arts attractions
including the Seattle Opera, Pacific Northwest Ballet. Seazle Repertory, and Seattle
Symphony,to name just a few.
Seattie's International District is heart of
the city's many Asian Anerican commucities, including Chinese, Japanese, Viemamese, Filipino, Korean, and Thai, among
others. From restaurants and street-fro~t
markets to cultural mmeums and herbal
apotheczries, you wig find much to delight

your senses here. Check out Uwajimaya, a
Japanese supermarket; Wing Luke Museum, a museum devoted to Asian-American cultural history; or take a walk
through Hing Hay Park. Not surprisingly,
there are plenty of restaurants to satisfy
many culinary tastes.

$ o u $ h ~ ~%%e at W
A favorite place of local Seattle-ites is
AIki, the birthpiace of the city of Seattle. Enjoy this special meeting place of earth, sea,
and sky wi69 spectacular views of the Olympic Mountains and the downtown Seattle
skyline. Brizg your rollerskates or just your

feet and enjoy the shoreline path along Aiki
Beach. While you're there, check out Alki
Monument, N l i Point Lighthouse, and
Schmitz Park. Wri also offers some notable
eating places like Alki Bakery, Phoenecia at
hlki, Pegasus Pizza, and Spud's Fish 'N
Chips-Seattle's oldest fastfood restaurant.
More? Yes, there's plenty more to see.
For suggestions on where to go in Seattle,
introduce yourself to a friendly SLA delegate from the Pacific Northwest Chapter.
Those of us who live and/or work in the
city will certainly have our own personal
suggestions and heipful ideas on making
your visit to Seattle a memorable one. 8

by Shelly T. West

Look in any news source today m d
you'll frnd something about the Internet. Everybody's talking about it and everybody's
doing it. Personally, I expect anyone I know
of to have a site. "
doesn't have a Web
page?" I hear people gasp with shock and
horror. It's almost like not having a logo.

Now that your CEO, t3e CIC, your Gepartment manage:, your Iocd WVJ, ASPCA,
or your spouse has requested a site, your
objective should be to create a.n exceptional
Web presence. What do you need to eonsider if you want to ensure y3u; voice will be
heard? There are billions of places to go oc
the World Wide Web, and your site will be
just one among many.

She@ Z West is a web consultant c u m t l y !ivingin Silver Spnrg Hayland. She muzy be
reached via the Internet at: stw@cia~k.net.
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The prospect for getting atte&n is unfortunate1y no easier in the ether than it is
in real We. The easiest ~$729to get azention
is to be trseful. Excellent resources for information are a h y s welcoxe, particula6y
when they provide a. one-stop spot for
~riiqueor ileretofore zccaraloged snbjects.
Whatever the ssbjec': nrztter; a site must do
something: inform, assist, entertain, or 953erwise occupy a. mind. For a user to come
bad< to your ~ 2 g eyou
, must create something usefUI.
Beicg usefnl is one of the four piilars of

an excellent site, This, along with the other
three aspects--change, organization, and
appearance-should be applied to any site,
regardless of size or content.

.
-

example of a site with an excellent internal
search engine.

the allure of the World Wide
Web is it's dynamic capability. With all the
Take a look at your bookmarks to deter- other possible sites to see, yours must be
mine what it is %bouteach of your sites that consistently new and vigorous in order to
makes them bookmark-worthy. My list in- bring a browser back. Assuming that you
cludes ProFusion, a meta-search engine out have provided a particular service to iniof the University of Kansas (www, . tially entice them to stop by, the rest of
designlab.ukans.edu/profusion).It's the best your content should never become stale or,
meta-search engine I've encountered be- worse, inaccurate.
cause it compares results and eliminates
Because your promise is to provide comduplication. Of course the usefulness of a - prehensive information, you might find
search engine is obvious. Other sites in my yourself overwhelmed by the repetitious
bookmarks offer information, such as . task of keeping up with new data, articles,
www.phish.com, which covers the complete or news. Any seasoned professional will tell
tour schedule of this funky Vermont band, you that updating is a 40-hour job in and
as well as merchandise and other fan infor- - of itself. This is where knowing Per1 or
mation. One lamdry detergent's Web site, : some other scripting language comes in
www.clothesIine.com, oRers an automated . handy. ActiveX is reputed to be the hottest
response when you describe your problem - new language, while ColdFusion attracts
stain and the type of fabric soiled. The clean- non-tech people who are more familiar with
ing solution is zipped back to you via e-mail HTML. These same functions that power
and you can wash your troubles away
search engines can be used to automatically
According to a Web convention I attend- . update your Web pages. Configure a script
ed in the fall of 1995, the key to Web suc- that can pull new data from your server and
cess was purportedly to give something . slap on a header and footer as well.
away on your site. Every Shmoe Dot Com Admit it ... you have no interest in delvwas hawking cheesy t-shim or spring- . ing further into scripting oblivion. That's
loaded kewpie doll pencils. Replacing real : fine. There are easier, sneakier ways of getinformation with marketing tactics like ting around having to write everything out
these won't make your site successful. In- : long-hand, even if you're not using some
stead, place emphasis on what would keq . newfangled page-design program. (I have
the visitor, rather than what brings them to . a good copy of HoTMetaL Pro, but I rarely
you in the first place.
: use it.) By creating separate static files of
It's important to think of your organiza- the constant information on your pages,
tion's needs as well. Many organizations you can simply cut and paste the coding
consider their online presence an extension : and reduce production time. On some platof their customer service. By making execu- - forms cut and paste wiU do the trick, on
tives and staff accessible to the customer 24 others you wiIl have to read the smaller
hours a day, your organization gains from files into your new page. Being sneaky rethe loyalty that an ongoing conversation - quires you to cover your tracks. Make sure
creates. Instead of a cold computer inter- that the repetitive parts work well for you
face, customers can view your organization and don't become boring or hackneyed. If
as friendly, concerned, and helpful with the your welcoming page is graphics-heavy,
personal touch of e-mail.
consider changing the jpeglgif fdes to give
To maximize a page's usefulness, an in- . the site a fresh opening. If your site takes a
dex or site seaxh engine creates immediate : long time to load, browsers will think twice
links to all the information you have so . about coming back.
carefully arranged. I particularly like the
The most important part of the change
U.S. Department of Commerce's index : concept is periodic evaluation. Many com(www.doc.gov). The Special Libraries Asso- - mercial companies require at least weekly
ciation (www.sla.org) is another familiar check-ups, while some sites get a daily

U~@f@/nets

'

'

shine. In most cases, that's not necessary. A
schedule of investigation should make the
: analysis routine. Some things to consider
when taking a thorough look through your
. site are:
: Dated k%:madi)~'i-Look for actual dates,
as well as contact information that may have
: been changed. If the date is not relevant to
. the text and you want to retain the content,
. take off the date so viewers won't think you
have forgotten you have a Web page. Many
- surfers won't go back to a site that hasn't
been updated in three months.
TYI:e:: 35:.s--Your list of the best swordfishing sites is archaic and has been stagnant
since June. Make sure all your links link!
Repo:ts and stories-Review any document that has been up for more than a few
weeks. Leave it if it serves a purpose, but if
it's oId news, consider an archive. Create a
separate page with each fie represented in
- an organized fashion: by date, subject, author, or department. And by all means, if
: you don't need,...~
it, delete it.
Incmpa<;iar;:ti~,s wii3 cid acd n w
. bro~ms-Netscape arld Microsoft continue
. their struggle to be the top dog, and the up- grades keep coming. Make sure that any
: specialized coding you have still works or
. looks the same from the old to the new ver. sions. AIways remember that what you see
on your screen is often not at all what
someone else sees on theirs.

.

'

'

,

'

By checking the look of your page from
various browsers, you will have a better
idea of how the browser affects what customers see. The look of a site will also vary
from PC to PC, even with the same brows. er. If your service provider supplied you
: with their home-cooked version of a Web
browser, compare how your page looks
there with how it appears on Internet Explorer or Netscape. Certain high-level
- HTML codes are active only on either Explorer or Netscape, but not both. Using
these observations, you can decide which
. elements to focus on most, In my experience, tables, font sizes, colors, and frames
are often represented differently on different browsers. Microsoft's browser is less
. likely to respond to <He> or <font size-*>
- tags, while Netscape is dragging it's feet on
table border colors.
.

'

'
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While sculpting your masterpiece, keep
in mind that not everyone has your widescreen PC. Horizontal scrolling is plainly irritating. Although specialized features can
make your site zippy, some viewers may
prefer an alternate, lower-maintenance
"text-only" option. I configure my browsers
to avoid many high-end features to make
my surfing more efficient and speedy.
Some features are more problematic than
others. When playing around in the realm of
frames, keep a close watch on your screen
space, and remember that some browsers
don't have the ability to see frames. The
<BLINB tag is also irritating. If you must
<BLINK>, try to keep yourself to just one
word or a very, very small graphic. Entire
paragraphs or huge .&s have a really hard
time blinking well-it's Iiie asking a giant to
jump rope. Be kind to your visitors and resist the urge to <BLIKK>.

tom frame for v i s i selection, and HEX
controls at the left for precise control.
There's nothing else like it. As you might
imagine, the first thing 1 did when I realized
the caliber of this site was to stop what I was
doing and bookmark it ... then I zipped off
an e-mail to everyone I know.
F$~R~z~~~'oH's
Now you know what your page needs to
lure people to it. You know that you have to
keep that information fresh in order to keep
people coming back. You have afi incredible
color scheme, with fancy fonts and elaborate
tables within tables within frames. So why
isn't your Webcounter rolling up the Figures?
It might be because your site doesn't
make sense. If the message seems convoluted or you have several different sections
with subsets and external and internal
Iinks, you might want to start with a table

Poor use of color is very common. Be- of contents. A very common version of this
sides being unattractive, bad color combi- is a single graphic map on the opening
nations can seriously distract from your page. You car, graphically represent ycur
content. Don't get me wrong, however; col- information and use that to direct the flow
ors can add a lot to a page, whether applied of traffic.
to the background, text, links, or table cells.
One of the best uses of a frame is to keep
Keep a good contrast between your text and a static table of contents while the browser
background so the print remains legible. accesses your different pages. Sometimes a
Complex or patterned backgrounds are a? simple navigational bar, represented either
excellent void for your text to fall into, so graphically or in text. can be used as a commake sure the background is light enough mon footer, preventing your visitor from getand your text dark enough, or vice-versa.
ting lost. In addition, there should always be
If you're having a hard time conceptual- a way for the user to get back, either to the
izing color combinations and backgrounds, previous page or to an upper theoretical levslide on over to www.hidaho.com/color- el. A single page should always have at least
centerlcc.html1 for an e x d e n t color chart that one hyperlii, even if it just leads back
site. This page uses Java Script and frames to the previous page.
A common problem in content-heavy
that d o w you to adjust the background,
text, links, and active and visited links. I've sites is overly long pages. While haviing all
found that Internet Explorer doesn't support your information in one file can be usefd for
the entire page, so your only choice of printing purposes, such a large file m be
browser for this site is Netscape (sorry, Mr. difficult to load and tiresome to scroll
Bill). The page has a palette along the bot- through. Think in bits of information afid di-
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vide up your content into easiIy digestible
pieces. Having a list of ali the possible Iinks
? a small font at the bottom
from that page i
can be helpful, especially with this approach.

Gealng
Even after you've followed all the rules for
the supreme Web site, you stii can't stop. Advertising and getting the word out come next.
3 you want most search engines to Tmd you,
you% have to k t them know you're there.
There are a couple of sites fnat allow you to
trumpet your presence to many engjnes at
once, such as Sub~it-It (-vwvc"i.submitit.com). Don't get your hopes up however,
there's still plenty for you to do. Submit-it
only gives you the iritial interface to the places taking d o w ~your name. The differing collection points all 3ave different requirements,
so block out a good chunk of your day for
t%s task. Without it, you'll be a mere grain of
corn in a whole he.nhouse.
Search engines aren't tihe only ones
looking for good sites. Computing and Webrelated e-zines are often happy to hear
about new hotspots, as well as some e-mail
seriices-such as the Weekly Bookmarkthat specialize in broadcasting interesting
Web sites. Take your case to the Iistservs
you're on and Iet your friends and colieagues know you've redly got something.
Often, even al! tihis won't seem to get
you very far. The best advice 1 can give is to
inciude yonr URL on every piece of paper
and e-mail that goes out of your office. Indude it on letterhead, Susiness cards, and
fax cover sheets. Have some novelty pens
or pencils printed up with the URL and pass
them out at trade shows or leave them at
the front desk, Cne exuberant Web designer
has a vanity license plate frame for his car
with his Web address in bold, bright red letters. I'm sure lots of people passing him jot
it down as tiley drive by.
So go ahead, cast you: net and see if
ycir catch any virtual fish. You can configure a hit-counter or borrow one from a Web
company to see how much traffic you actually have. The most accurate measure of
your site's success will be the responses
you get from the people who drop in. Your
constituents will tefi you how you're doing.
so make sure y w listen. Keeping an open
.mind and ear is essential when f d n g to
please the whole wide World Wide Web. f%

Montreal Association of Black Business weekly at the company to promote their
Persons and Professionals, a 14-year-old awareness of all types of careers.
SLA President association "to encourage the pursuit of
Sylvia E. A. Pig- e x d e n c e in black-owned businesses and
gott has been fea- by black professionals" ("She's boss: PigJennifer Stowe joined the Special Librartured in three Mon- gott is no-nonsense head of business
treal newspaper ar- group," 77ze Gazette September 26, 1996, ies Association as director, public relations in
ticles: one fo~wing p. G2). Piggott is the first woman to hold December. With over six years in public relaon her election to the post of president and part of her focus tions, Stowe will be providing new directions
president of SLA, is to increase the association's outreach to for the public relations program and advancone on the impor- women. The article also mentions SLA, ing public awareness of the important role
S@b E A Biggo%
tance of special li- stating "Piggott also runs a staff of 40 as special librarians play in today's information
brarianship as a profession, and another the president of Special Libraries Associa- economy. "I look forward to increasing the
on her term as president of the Montreal tion, an international 15,000-member or- communication between members and the
association as well as creating exciting posAssociation of Black Business Persons ganization based in Washington."
sibilities for association and vrofessional
and Professionals.
recognition in the media," Stowe said.
The first, announcing Piggott's election
63
Roger Haley, U.S. Senate Librarian
as president, positively describes how the
association and profession is at a turning and SLA member, was interviewed by Cpoint because of new technologies and the SPAN founder Brian Lamb for a CSPAN2
vast amounts of information available series titled bout ~coks: The series
("Bibliothecaire montrealaise reconnue," has been focusing" on librarv directors.
I '
I
I
e
["Montreal librarian recognized"] La Press HaIey, who has been Senate Librarian . j
June 11, 1996, p. A7). According to Piggott, since 1973, was asked about the library's
organizations need the experience and histow, purpose, and coIIection. The epi- . ',
knowledge of a professional to help them sode aired November 30, 1996.
L
find the right information.
The second La Press article, a column by
Specid Libraries Association
Jacques Benoit, describes the role of the li3rarian as very important and rapidly
Start thinking now about your marketSLA member peter Moon, manager of
changing because of the crucial role infor- technical resources at the library of the - ing campaign for International Special Limation plays in organizations' decision- Hartford Steam Boiler Inspection & Insur- brarians Day (ISLD). To be held April 17
making processes ("Les bibliothecaires ance Company in Hartford, CT, taught Girl during the US. National Library Week,
sortent de l'ombre," YLibrarians come out Scouts how to use Internet resources for a ISLD is your chance to feature and publicize
of the shadows"] La Presse, June 14, troop project, according to a HaMord COU- : the services of your library and the contri1996). The arlicle also features Claire rant article ("Girl Scout troop's focus is on bution it makes each day to your organizaKelly, SLA member and past-president of life careers," November 26, 1996, p. B-4). : tion. Whether you chose to sponsor conthe Eastern Canada Chapter, and SLA mem- A picture accompanying the article fea- tests, speakers, or an open house; write arber Daphne Dufresne.
tured Moon and Girl Scout Kadian Gray re- ticles for your organization's publications;
The Gazetre article discusses Piggott's searching stock information on the World or simply post creative flyers, remember to
role as full-time volunteer president of the Wide Web. The Girl Scout troop meets - enter SLA's International Special Librarians
Day public relations award competition.
Publicity materials featuring the 1997 ISLD
by jennger Sowe. Stowe is direct06 public relations, Special LibrwiesAssociation, Wash- - logo and theme-Putring Knowledge to
ington, DC For more information on "PR. Outlook," or to contribute to the column, please Work-and award nomination forms will be
contact Stowe at: 1-202-234-4700, ext. 6 3 4 ; f a : 1-202-265-931C Internefijenni-s - available on the SLA Web site Febrwy 17
@sla.org.Pieme be sure to include complete citations with each submission.
at www.sla.org/pr.
8
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by Carol Tenopir and Donald W,King

The introduction and subsequent growth
of electronic publishing provides special Iibrarians with a challenging new opportunity. Scientific and other scholarly journals-a
particularly important resource in organizations served by special libraries-are in a
state of flux. blew technologies are creating
a complex variety of media, sources of access, and pricing options from which organizations must choose. When choosing
among these alternative sources, mistakes
can be-and indeed sometimes have been-

extremely costly. They may also deny readers access to essential information. Special
librarians must take a lead role in assisting
with difficult decisions concerning access
and use of articles throughout their organizations. To assume this role, special librarians should apply their unique knowledge of
I) how information is acquired and used by
their community; 2) the availability of alternative media, sources, and pricing options;
3 ) the economic trade-offs among these alternatives; and 4) what is generally best for
the entire organization.
Lnder a Special Libraries Association

Carol Tenopir is prafessoc School ofZy?onnation Sciences, Universig o f Tennessee, Knoxvile. She m q be reached via the Internet aF tenopir@utkux.utk.edu. Donald M? King is
colzsuZtant with the Centerfor Infomation Studies, Unrversio o f Tennessee, fi20xvifle, and
the Centerfor Libray Research, University o f Rlinois, Champaign-Urbana. Special thanks
go to Genevieve Innes, Carol Ann Morgan, and Lucy Parkfor their conm'butions to the
study discussed in this artl'cle.
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Steven I. Goldspiel grant, the authors of this
wticle have produced information that wiG
assist special librarians HI assuming this important role. In order to make appropriate
decisions in these areas, speciai librarians
must understand the trends m information
seeking, the mrrent electronic publishing
environment, and how s ~ e c i dIibrarians can
contribute to this e~:vironme~?t
in the future.

?%@nrfg$
dfl Tfaddata'ona!

S&h@!3f!y
P@b!%$hifl$
To evaluate electronic journal publishing, it helps for special !ibrarians to understand how information seeking and economics are changing with regard to traditional publishing. A iook at trends over the
past 20 years of scientific scholarly publishing reveals that:

oirer 100 hours per yezr acquiring and

reading scholarly articles (Griffiths,
Jose-Marie and Donald W. King. Special
Librants: Increasing the Informahon
E&e, Washington, DC: Special Libraries
Association, 1993). While time is valuable, they are willing to spend it in this
way because the information in these
articles achieves far greater savings.
This information helps them work more
productively and produce higher quality
products. For example, five indicators
of scientists' productivity are found to
be positively correlated with the
amount of reading they do. Often, reading scholarly articles results in savings
achieved by avoiding unnecessary research, stopping mproductive lines of
research, and so on.

although scientists with access to special libraries appear to write about as
much now as in 1975 and the overan
number of articles is greater because
there are more scientists (Tenopir, Carol, and Donald W. King. "Trends in Scientific Scholarly Journal PubIishing in
:he U S . " Journal of Scholarly Publishing, Forthcoming April 1997. Von Seggern, Marilyn, and Janet M. Jourdain.
"Technical Cammunications in Engineering and Science: The Practices
within a Government Defense Laboratory" Special Libraries, vol. 87, no. 2: 98119. Spring 1996). Scientists served by
special librarians read about as much
now as they did in 1975 (about 90 to
100 readings per person per year).

by U.S. scientists increased from
312,000 in 1975 (King, Donald W.,
Dennis D. h4cDonaId and Nancy K. Rodere:. Scientj3c Journals in the United
States: Pmi Production, Use, and Economics, Stroudsburg, PA: Hutchinson
Ross Publishing Company, 1981) to
about 577,000 in 1995. These results
show a slight decrease in the average
number of articles winen by scientists,

ies for only a5out 10 percent of the articles they read. This increased to 21 percent in I984 and is currently at about
37 percent. This increase in proportion
is not surprising because the average
number of personal subscriptions per
person in these organizations has decreased from 6.2 personal subscriptions
per person to 2.6 subscriptions in recent

years. lust as individuals are shifting
from personal subscriptions to the use
of library journals and other sources, libraries are shifting from institutional
subscriptions to greater use of document
delivery. services. However, this shift has

1975. While it's true that journals have
also increased in size, inflation and
costs due to increased sizes account for
only about one-half of the increase in
subscription prices. A plausible explanation for the remaining 50 percent increase is that the drop in persorml subscriptions has resulted in escalated prices that libraries alone have had to bear.
Due to the decrease in personal subscriptions, each year the publishers collectively lose nearly $1.8 billion in reve-

libraq and personal subscriptions, although library subscriptions are not as
affected by these price changes. To demonstrate this, assume that there are
2,500 library or personal subscribers
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prior to a price change. Our study shows
that increasing a price from $150 to
$250 would reduce the number of personal subscriptions from 2,500 to 719
(a loss of 1,781 subscribers). Library
subscriptions would drop from 2,500 to

8f

The emergence of electronic publishing
and communication technology has resulted in a variety of available media, sources
of access to these media, and pricing options offered by these sources. When selecting scientific journals, organizations
As prices go up, must choose from among this complex arlibrary copies should be-and are-used
ray or" alternatives. The o p t i ~ u mchoice
more often. One of the most important may actually be a mix of these alternatives
roles of special librarians is to ensure (including traditional print-on-paper;, dithat professionals in their organizations rected toward groups of individuals and
have optimal access to information the library. To make such decisions, one
through a combination of the library, must consider the alternatives available
shared collections, personal subscrip- and their economic implications. Below, we
tions, or external sources. To do this, describe current alternative media, sourcspecial librarians must inform scientists es, and pricing options.
(and others) of the economic trade-offs
Although the number and availability
involved and how the parent organiza- of electronic journals are increasing drations can best be served by adhering to matically, there is stiil far iess scholarly
rational economic choices. More specifi- scientific material available in various
cally, when faced with high journal pric- electronic forms than there is in print. Of
es, special librarians must consider the the electronic materials that are available,
economic trade-offs between purchasing . some are still merely ixqerfect electronic
versus using an alternative source, such equivalents of print journals, used mainly
as document delivery. The best practice for document delivery purposes. Others are
generally is to subscribe to frequently unique electronic journals availabie only in
read journals and rely on document de- electronic form.
livery for infrequently read ones. There
Scientific and other scholarly j journals
is a break-even point based on the are now available in several media includamount of reading that is done. An ing print, online, CD-ROM, listservs, World
amount of reading above this point Wide Web, and hybrid versions. However:
makes it less expensive to subscribe to no single medium will solve ail of the inthe journal and an amount below this formation needs of today's scientists, and
point makes document delivery the bet- no scientific field is covered by a single
ter choice (Tenopir and King, 199'7, medium. Electronic equivalents of print tiKingma, B.R. "Economics of Access TJer- tles may be distributed by traditionai text
sus Ownership: The Costs and Benefits online services such as LEXIS-NEXIS,
of Access to Scholarly Articles via Inter- OVID, and DIALOG; distri'luted on r,Clibrary Loan and Journal Subscriptions," kOM or magnetic tape for Iocal loading; or
Report to the Council on Library Re- . made available on so-cailed "desktop $1sources. Albany, NY: State University of tering" services such as Hoover or Lotus
New York at Albany, 1995). A mistake Newsstand tied to local area networks
in choosing whether or not to subscribe (LANs). Most ccf Liese electronic versions
can be costly to a parent organization. A do not include extensive archives, nor do
special library can have a significant im- they include much of the peripheral matepact on costs to their parent organiza- rial, letters-to-the-ediror, or short articles
tion by understanding and applying eco- - found in the print equivalents. Many are
nomic analysis in collection devel~pmer~t :.tSC&text only, excluding charts, graphs,
and access. This will become even more and special characters, although i m g e arimportant as electronic publishing be- ticle collections are becoming more comcomes more prominent. However, he mon. Whether eiectronic versions of print
economic principles developed in our journals are niade up of ASCII or image
study should apply.
files: fney tend to be of articles rather than
-

'
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Full journals. They are most often used for
document delivery purposes or to supplement print collections.
Other scientific journals are created for
eiectronic diszibution 023,after: ;&h no
print quivaient. The internet is the main
source for electroHic-only scientific journals. Many of these are also text-only, particularly Internet listservs or newsgoups,
These provide a way of communicating e x rent information, however scrne lack the
peer reviewing and quality conrrois fsund
in print schoiariy journa3s.
Although it does not solve the archiving
p:c'dems, the World Wide Web offers the
most promising possibilities for true electronic journals to repiace print beause it
combines multimedia capabilities, interactiviiy? and ubiq:~i+iy of availability. Web
journals are
conplete entities,
rrzther than mere collections of articles.
They n a y inclade extensive editorial and
subscription Information, instxcticns to
authors and readers, and copyright and use
~estrictioninformation. The articles in C~ese
journah usually indude multimedia, complete graphical and tabuiar information, and
links to related or cited materid. They also
typically include an online fomm for discussio~-whether it be directly between
readers and authors, or in the form of letters to the editor.
Sources for accessing eieztroniz joumds
z e also more complex than print sources.
In the past, scientific journals were availabie from publishers and libraries. In the
riectronic world, these are only some of the
somces providing access. New, access can
also be obtained from second p a w distributors, suck as docxment delivev services;
third party distributors, such as online or
CD-ROM vendors; gateway organizations,
which provide hardware, sofware and leIecommunication ihks only; subscription
agents; informition brokers; and multi-Be
library cooperative cetwork The tide
ycrr're looking for may be avxila5ie from
many different sources.
in addition; pricing policies for t h e
inciude not only traditional s~bscriptions,
but also payment for artlde separates, site
iicenses based on simuitaneous users, site
licenses based on potential users, online
fees, an@ a combination of all of the
above. Site licenses based on likely read-

Association of Kesearch Libraries, 1996,
7-32). Many of these 35 electronic-only
journzls were free of charge. Of those that
did require payment, most personal subscriptions were price6 under $100.
Currently, ~ z journals
b
represent the
There is a $maH
smallest
group
of
scholarly
electronic
jourRumbeg af E-&
To adequately describe electronic pub- nals because they are the newest. However,
lishing, each type of elec~ronicjournal must this category will continue to grow, Exambe counted sepzrately. There are several di- pies of Web journzis include: Physics Rerectories i h ~ tcar! assist with identifying view Letters Online, /ournal OfArhJczallnand countlng eiectronic versions. According tellip-ence Research, Eiectronic journal of
to FuIIfext Saims Online (1996). tilere are Dflerential Equanuns, and EIectronic Recurrently 2,107 scientific,technical, or med- search Announcements of the Amencan
icai ftill text soarces zvaiiable from corn- Matheman~aZSocie$
Baditional publishers are beginning to
mercial onIine vendors.
Almost 211 of these are text-only ver- use the Web to distribute redesigned versions or image and text versions of articles sions of print titles as well. Elsevier, Curwhich are also distributed in print journals. rent Science, The Johns Hopkins UnwersiBased on an examination of titles, about ty Press, and others have major Web initi220 of these are scholariy journals. That atives. Pricing policies are still being remeans that of 6,771 scientific scholarly fined for most of these early Web jourjournals published in the U.S. in 1995, only nals, but pricing will most likely involve
about three percent of those were available site licenses based on potentiaI users
as k l l text databases frcm traditional text- within an organization.
based online services.
Accordicg to t;ne Durectoy @Electronic The
/ournals, Newslette~sand Academic Dis- of 5
Our intent for this sfxdy was to provide
ctission Lists, pubblished annually since
1991 by the Association of Research Li- concrete decision rules concerning acquisibraries, the number of scholarly electroriic tion of electronic publications in the future.
listservs, newsgroups, and discussion fo- However, exammation of emerging elecrums in the sciences preu7 from 175 titles tronic publishing and communication rein 1999, to 853 in 1995, and then to more vealed a much more complex picture than
than 2,375 in 1996 Several scientific dis- we had anticipated. This picture, which is
ciplines-specifically high energy physics merely a snapshot of a rapidly changing enand mathematics-have transferred much vironment, shows an array of newly availof the:r schoiariy communication to an able media and sources of articles embedelectronic environment, though archives ded in a historically entrenched traditional
n a y be awkward to access, if available at print journal system. The picture is muddl.In the 1996 editior, of the directory, died by indecisiveness in pricing policies, li352 scholarly scientific Web journals are censjng agreements, and copyright arlangelisted. An estimated 84 percent of these ments. We have attempted insteadto proare refereed. Of these. many are Web ver- vrde some insights and guidance for special
sions of prinr journals, although the num- librarians and other paficipants for their
ber of electronx-only journals is growing. future decision making.
Over the years there has been a shift in
Of a sample of 83 Web journals studied by
Hitchcock et a]. between the years 1990 to the role played by special libraries in pro1995, 35 were electronic-only journals viding access to scholarly journal articles.
(Hitchcock. Steve, Leslie Carr and Wendy There is sound economic rationale behind
Xall "A Survey of STM Online Journals acquiring and using journals from a variety
1990-95: The Calm Before the Storm." In of sources, deperiding on how often subDirecto?y @ Electronic Journals, Newslet- scription copies are used and the comparaters and Academic Discussion Lists, 6th tive cost per reading from each source.
editiian, ed. D m Mogge. Washington, DC: From the parent organization's standpoint,

ership are becoming the most common
optior: and off': advantages to spezial Iibraries in chat they can be based on a
unit cosr per reading.

the overall costs of readers' time, payment
for subscriptions, and library operations
can be substantially reduced through proper
allocation of these resources. In fact, special
librarians have recently become more involved in such resource allocation.
At one m e , special librarians devoted
most of their efforts to developing a centralized collection. Sow, many special librarians
order personai subscriptions (and desk copies of books) because they can do so less expensively than individuals. They help maintain unit or department collections and maqage branch lrbraries in addition to their centralized collections. Special librarians also
provide journal routing system. current periodical rooms or space, and access through
central CD-ROM collections that are sometimes distributed through LAM They are
also much mare active in providing access to
external collections through document delivery services and multi-type library resource
sharing. Special librarians should broaden
their perspectiye and responsibility to include all such aspects of electronic publications as well.
To do this, special librarians must
know how publishing and access are
changing. Another essential issue which
must be addressed is the economic implications of journal article access and use
throughout their organization, including
the price paid, the cost of processing and
maintenance, and the cost to readers.
These costs musr be considered for all
media and sources of articles. Our final
report (a book) will provide exampIes of
these costs. Armed with this information,
special librarians can help make rational
decisions concerning any of the multitude
of electronic aiterna~ivesthey will confront in the future. Monitoring all of the
options, selecting the best form and format for each title, negotiating site licenses, and optimizing information use
throughout the organization are all essential roles for the special librarian. Access
to scholarly scientific and other journals
remains vitally important to researchers
and others in organizations. Providing the
best and most cost-effective way to access
these resoclrces is more complex than ever
and requires someone who can welgh all
of the alternatives for every title and every potential user.
%
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According to the most recent SLA Super
Survey, more than 60 percent of SW's
membership feel that mid-level course offerings best meet their professional development needs. In response to this overwhelming continuing education need, SLA's Professional Development Program is highlighting the Middle Management Institute.
The SLA Middle Management Institute
concentrates on five subject areas vital to
the successfui operation of an information
center: information technoiogy and applications, human resources, marketing and
public relations, management skills, and
analytical tools.
The Middle Management Institute organizes these subjects into five separate twoday units which are offered at various times
and places throughout the year. Members
seeking to enhance their effectiveness as
middle managers can register for just the
units that fulfrlI a specific need, or for all
five units in order to earn a Middle Management Institute Certificate of Recognition.
The 1997 Middle Management Institute's next offering is scheduled for April
3-4, 1997, in Chicago, IL. "Human Resources" will explore how to create and
manage work teams; use various motivational and ieadership techniques; determine various roles, tasks, and accountabil-

ity; and effectively intervieiv and select
staff-& with one eye on the information
center setting. "Human Resources" is
taught by Randy M. Bauer, president of
Leadership Training Associates, a management development firm. Bauer's seminars
highlight leadership, motivation, cornmunication, and effective supervision.
The Middle Management Institute will
then feature two units at ~ h eSLA annual
conference in Seattle on June 7-8, 1997.
"Marketing and Public Relations," insmcted by Arlene Farber Sirkin, teaches midlevel information specialists the importance
of marketing their services within their organization and the best public relations
tools to achieve recognition from top management. This unit will give information
specialists the s k i s they need to create and
manage a marketing plan that will maximize usage of the information center, mainstream it into the organization, and gain
management support. Sirkin is president of
the Washington Resource Consulting
Group, Inc., a consulting firm that helps clients maximize their resources through
seminars, research, and consulting.
Also available at the SLA annual conference in Seattle is "Management Skills,"
which concentrates on enhancing key
management skilis to provide a foundation for the successful operation of an information center. This course will provide
formal training in corporate management
skills such as management styie and
group dynamics, management communications, problem solving and decisionmaking, and the planning process. Course
instructor Marianne Hartzeli is executive
director of the Michigan Library Association. Her extensive management experience

by Valerie TayIr and Gianna Renzulli. T i r and Remu@ are director and manqger
(respective&), Pr@essional Development, Special Libraries Association, Washingon, DC.
For more i@omation m "Profsional Development Outlook, " or to conm7?ute to the column, please contact Tqlor at: 1-202-234-4700, ext, 51 fax: 1-200-265-931
Internet: &ene@sla. 0%.
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and library backgrouitd has allowed her to
focus this unit directly on key management
skills and issues that mid-Ievef information
specialists grapple with in their namal setting-the library or resource center.
On September 25-26, 1997, in Washington, DC, SLA will offer "AnalyticaI Tools,"
the Iast Mid&e Management Institute for
1997. This course wilI teach participants
how to respond proactively to downsizing,
reengineering, corporate restructurirlg, outsourcing, and the ever-presezt bottom :me.
Participants will learn to use financial information for strategic management and decision-making by exploring various types of
budgets, cost analysis, strategic budgeting,
and positioning of information products
and services. The instructor, Barbara M.
Kobinson, is a management consul~ntwith
Robinson Q Associates, vdlich specializes
in strategic planning and budgeting, project
management, and data analysis.
If you missed "Technologgr and Applications" in Ft. Lauderdale Iast month, don't
worry-SLA offers this unit each year at the
SLA Winter Education Conference in january. Taught by Pamela Cibbareiii, this xnit is
designed to gk~emid-level information specialists the know-how they need to make 21formed technology decisions in tiie midst of
constant informaticit advancements. Cibbare%, M.L.S., is art automation specialist
who teams .with librarians to plan and implement automation soiutions. She is the owner
of CIBBARELLI'S, a consulthg firm specializing in information retrieval services and;
assistance with library automation projects.
So, for aIl of you who wanted mid-ievei
education& programs, here's our top Eve: As
an added bonus, 3 you register for two or
more units &is year, you can take 10 percent off your total cost. For more hformation
on the MA41 program, sr ariy of SLA's continuing education courses, contact %A's
Professional Development Department (see
contact information at left).
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quire prepayment for the purchases of all
products and services, thus reducing, and
eventually eliminating, this outstanding
. debt. The additional remrns will allow the
association to invest in new or enhanced
products and services to the membership.
To foster this process with SLA's members and otner customers, the staff are now
. accepting the American Express Card (in ad. dition to Mastercard and Visa) and providing more information regarding programs
and services via S W s home page
(www.sla.org). In addition, the association's
. staff is partnering with other associations,
. the bankimg industry, and software vendors
in order to offer a secure method of online
payment for S M s products and s e ~ c e sWe
.
by Donna Scheeder. Scheeder is acting chi& CongressionalReference Division, Librau of ,ticipate this
to be delivered in the
Congress. For more infamahbn on "Mong MaCters, " or to contribute to the column, pleae fall, encourage each of you to assist in fulcontact Scheecier at 1-202- 707-8939;Zntemel;.&cheeder@crs.loc.gov.
: filling our goal of no outstanding debt. 8
The goals of continual improvement in
service to the members and in the financial
management practices of the association
have led to the decision to accept the
American Express card as a form of payment. This is one of a series of actions designed to effectively reduce outstanding
debt to the association.
Fiscally sound management is one of the
primary indicators of an organization's success. The financial management of SLA includes a bevy of policies and procedures to
maintain SLA's financial position. Tne association's leadership and staff utilize these
policies and practices and act on the opin-

.

,

'

ion and advice of rnany external experts.
Recently, outstanding debt (more commonly
referred to acc0un.t~receivable) has been
identified by SLA's independent auditing
fum and association benchmark surveys as
an issue for concern. In the opinion of these
experts, SLA carries individual accounts
much longer than the industry standard.
Their advice is for the association to apply a
more stringent implementation of its boardapproved credit policy.
The association strives to operate as effectively and efficiently as possible. To address this goal and the advice from our independent sources, SLA will continue to re-

'

.

'
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d i r e c t o r y has added Internet U R L s ! Listing o v e r

6,900 J o u r n a l s , m a g a z i n e s , n e w s p a p e r s ,
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SLh Board of Direcrors (1990-93); secretaq,
SLA Bcard of Directors (1991-92); chair, Strategic Flancing Committee (1991-32); member.
Strategic Flaming Co;nmittee [1990-91);
m e ~ b e r Specid
,
Committee to Review S p e d
Libraries (1990); chair, Joint Cabinet Committee on Conference F-dblica?ion (1983-84).

..
;-<*5
-. "
"~...<c;r
.~~.siessisn6
A&iinm: member, Inf o m a t i o ~3ztxres instikte (1995- ); member,
Broward Ccmty Zarary Association (1977- );
=enher, Elorida State Library Networking
L. S G S ~&YES
W
is president, Oak Arbor Fxb- C ~ m ~ t t (1994-3
ee
5, 1985-84); a6jmct profesIishing, Delray Beach, FL (1995- ).
so?, Uziversity cf Soutk Zorida. School of 5h a r y and. Irfcmarios Scie-ce (1992- ); :S' F
Pas:; Employment: associate directc-auto- SLIS regional advisory councs (1992- ); snecid
.
mation, Broward County Ziarary: Ft. Lz~der- Iibraries delegate to Flcrida Zcderence OE ?
LIdde, FL (1995-96); manager of information braries (1979); treasurer, Brcward County Liresorirces [1992-95); corporate Iibrarian brary Association (1978-791; speaker at SLA
(:977-92), Encore Computer Corp,oration Ft.
Lauderdale, FL;reference !?~rarian and university archivist, Fiorida Atlantic University:
Boca Raton, FL (1973-77).
Edxation: M.L.S., Wayne State University
(1972:; B.A., _4lbion College (1970); %A
MidZe Management Insti$~ie(1987;.

S i A C k q r z r AcrivXss: Florida & Caifibbean Chapter chair, Nominating Comraittee
(1996-97, 1979-80); chair, Government Relations (1992-93); member, Nominating Committee (1992-93); direc,tor (1989-92); chair,
Consultation Committee (1987-89, 1975-76);
secretary (1985-86); past-president (1978-79);
president (1977-78:; presidect-elect (197677); Fuiletin editor (1976-77); Chair, Membership Com~ittee(1974-75). Michigan Chapter:
stxdent member (i972-73).

S7A. Divisicr Activi?ke: Libra13 Management Division: secretazy (1995-97); Sdleiin
editor (1994-95:; ember, Career G~idance
Committee (1991-92;. Engineering DDivisioiz:
member, Anniversary Committee (1987-88);
past-chair (1984-85); chair (1983-84); chairelect (1982-83); chair, Nominating Committee
(1979-82). Science-Techxologg Eivision: &air,
Special Projects (1978-79). Infournation Technember (1976- ). &csiizess &
n d o Division:
~
Finance Division: member (1993- ).
S i A Associa?im-Lwd & c ~ I ~ i i t i e member,
s:
Profession2 Deveiopment Committee (199497, 1987-90); counselor, Career Adviscry Service (1996, 1991, 1989, 1987. 1986); director.
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annud coaferences and chapter ~o&shops,
and for C3e American =Iraq Association, Onh e , Iowa Libraq Associa~on,iktid-Ameeca
Association of h w L%rar:ans, Associatior, of
Records Managers and Admil;,niszators.

A ~ . z & s / ~ ~FIorida
~ ~ P s&:C a r i b i ~a a~p t e r
Presidentid Citation (1993;; wimer of various
Toastmsters Intenationd spee& contesB.
PnbUczrd~~xs.
editorial advisory board and
cor,rri:Jntcr, InfiMaizage newsletter (1994- );
"Maintaining Moxent~rr:ir 2 Quality Improvement Process" Librarg iidminisiration &
Management; vol. 9, no. 4 (1995); co-a&or of
Pifirmation Smfiizg slide presentation (1993);
editor, Rnorida Online newsletter (1982-83);
a-~thorof variotls articles in SLA chapter and
division br;lietics.

Doi?i~TL Sc:;izcxx is acting chief, Congressional Reference Division, Congressional Research Service, Library of Congress, Washington, DC (1996- ).

Past Enphdmext: coordinator, Congressional
Information Services, Congressional Reference
Division (1979-96),Library of Congress resouces developmerit specidist (1975-79), reference
librarian (1970-751, reference assistant (1969TO),Library of Congress, Washington, DC.
Educatioa: B.S.ES., Georgetown University
School of Fcreign Service (1969).
6LA Mezber Shcar 1977.
Chapter A ~ t i ~ a e sWashington,
r
DC
Chapter: past-president (1989-90); president
(1988-89); first vice-presidentlpresident-elect
(1987-881; chair, Hospitzliiy (1985-87, 198182); recording secretary (1983-85); chair,
Scholarship Benefit (1983).

S,h

8kA :%vision Ac&iisics: h7ews Division:
chair (1993-94); chzir-elect (1992-93); chair,
Bylaws Committee (1990-92); member,
Awards Committee 0988-89); chair, Washington, DC Group {1985-87); chair, Social Science Leg2slative Reference Section (i980-82).

SLA kAswclaihn-bvel -4~ti~xies:
treasurer
(1994-97); chair, Finance Committee (199497); mernber, Association Office Operations
Committee (1994-97); member, Strategic Planning Committee (1994-97); convener, International 'Information Exchange Caucus (199394); member, Intemationd Relations Committee (1991-9a; chair, Government Relations
Committee (1988-91); member? Nominating
Committee (1986-87); member, Gcvernment
Relations Committee (1985-87).
Other Professi~ndB.&:&iea: member, Library of Congress Professional Association
(1977- ); @est lectrxer, Investigative Reporters
and Editors Conference, "Making the Most of
Federal Libraries in the Washington, DC Area"
(1993); guest lecturer, ?&e Freedom F o m :
"Government Data On-Lie," (1989-92); delegate and zember, Eanniag Committee, Mayor's
Pre-White Home Corference on Libraries and
Information Services (:991); member, Government Informaiion Policies Issues Team, White
House Corference on Libraries and Information
Services (1991); panelist, The Parliaments of the
British Cornonwealth, The Growing Role of
Legislative Libraries (1989); member, Library
Advisoq Board, Duke Ellington School of the
Information Dutk~oh* Februarq 1997
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standing Perfomance Award (1994); Library
of Congress S ~ e c i g Service Achi,-vemer,t
Award (1993); SLA Washington, DC Chqtsr
Board of Drectors Award (1991: Depart=lent of the Arq7 Sustained Sqerior ?erfornance Award (1980j; member, Bcta Phi ME

P I EW. ."%z~rsx
is head, Government Publications and Periodicals Section, Serial and
Government Publications Division, Library of
Congress, Washington, DC (1991- ).
v-

'%st Em~loy-menkchief, Genera: Reference
Branch, the Pentagon Library, Washington,
DC (1988-91); senior librarian development
training, Army Libraries Management Office,
Washington, DC (1990); s e ~ i o rresearch librw5.n (1985-881, reference 1ibrarian (198185), the Pentagon Library, Washington, DC;
administrative librarian, Military- District of
Washington, For: Myer, VA (1980-81); post 1ibrarian, Vint Hifi Farms Station, Warrenton,
VA (1976-80).

E&cation: M.L.S., University of Maryland
(1976); B.A. (%story); University of Virginia
(1975).
JLA Ckaprsr Acrifkil-ies3 Washington,, DC
Chapter: past-president (1994-95); president
(1993-94); first vice-president/president-elect
(1992-93); director (1991-92); aditor ';199091); second vice-president (1989-91); &air,
Nominating Committee (1989-90). Virginia
chapter: member (1994- ).
SLA Division it,zfi~%es:M i l i t a ! ~Librari-

ans Division: member, Nominating Committee
(1990-91); co-chair, Government Relations
Committee (1988-91). L i h a q Management
Division: =ember (1991- ).
Asscsizdoa.Ze~e: Ac5videa; chair,
Tellers Committee (1994-95); member, Tellers
Committee (1992-94).
Q C . ~

O&er PI-ofessiocd Acxb~ities:member, Library of Congress Professional Associatior,
(1991- 1; member, Xorth American Serials interest Group (1991-93); chair and program
chair, Washington, DC Military Librarians
Group (1985-87); member, District of Cokimbia Library Association (1981-91).
Aw-zrds/'Mono~a:Library of Congress Out-
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(1976); member, Phi 3eta Kappa (1975).
P.;'ciicz2.ra: two articles in the Military Librasans Divisim bdetin, MiLiia~gLibrarian;
10 president's colums in C?e Washington, DC
C3aper brriletin, ChapterNotes.

&CE;W
E. W-ALUGEis manager, Technical
Information Center, A.E. Staley Manufacturing Company, Decatur, IL (1985- ).

Fast EapIoy-rni:~~~:
manager, Information Services. Archer Daniels Midand Company, Decaiur, LL (1971-85j; science librarian, Case Western %serve University, Cleveland, OH (197071); assistant sqspervisor, Library Systems,
Deere & Company, Moline, Z (1968-70); U.S.
Army (1966-68);engineering research reference
librarian, Deere & Company, Moline, LL (196566); reader services librarian, Cuyahoga County
Public Library, Cleveiand, OH (1964-65).

E d u c z t h ; M.B.A.. Illinois State University
(1977); MS. (library science), Case Western
Reserve Zniversity (1964); B.S. (mathematics), Michigan State University (1963).
S%BChapter bcrbii5es: Illinois Chapter: director, Board of Directors (1995- , 1980-82);
chair, Finance Committee (1993-95).
SLA Di-visiac &&?ties: Food, Agricultwre &
Nuwition Division: chair, Bylaws Committee
(1996- ); chair (1975-76;. Librag Managmerzt
Division: chair, Finance Committee (1989- 91);
treasurer (1986-88). Business &Finance, Chemis@, Information Technolog#, and Solo Libvaria m Division: m-ember(1964- ).

BE-4 Associatioiull-Led A c i M i i e : treasurer (1991-94), chair, Finance Committee
(1991-94); nember, Committee on Committees (1988-89); member, Publisher Relations
Committee (1982-84, 1976-1980); member,
Conference Program Committee (1980-82).
Other Frofessionaj.Ac:%rles: member, DecaturNet Board of Directas (1996- ): member, Librarians Advisory Committee, Rolling
Prairie Library System (1994-96); member, IIlinois State Library Advisory Committee
(1991-94); instructor, ILLNETIOCLC Users
Group (1988-91); member, Board of Directors, Rolling ? r a i ~ eLibrary System (198084); member, Oberly Awards Committee,
American Library Association (1977-79);

member, American Library Association, Capito1 Area Consortium. Illinois Library Association, and United States Agricultural Information Xetwork (USBIN).
AwzsLs/I%o;lors: SLA Scholarship Award
(1963); member. Beta Phi Mu.

&blisaac.as: sixteen "Money Matters" columns in SpeciaList (February 1993-June
1994); two articles in SLA's Illinois Chapter
bulletin, the I n f i m t : co-editor of the March
1980 issue of Illinois Libraries; editor and contributor, Food science & technoiogg a biblzographg (National AgriculP~ralLibrary, 1980).
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head, Caiakgicg: Ker~tmCou?ziy Public 5
brary, Covington, KY (1985-871; paraprcfessisna': positiom at the Ciscinnati >Macron
Corporate Infomation Cecter, Xavier University X ~ r a l yand
t m Schcol Library of
Kortherc Kent-~ckyUniversity

n3* GAT^ is librarian, Dinsnore 5L
Sliohl: Cincicnati, OE (1988- ).
Past EmpXoj~~ext:
assistact l3i-arian, Llcyd
Library and Museum, Cincinnati, OH (198788); assistant head, Technical Services and

resectaiive (c';.io Go~ncils n Mmries and Isformation Services) (1994- and 1989-3ij;
cast-president 11993-95); chair, Awarrds Cszmi'tee (1993-95); chi?, Bylaws Committee
(1993-95:; pxsiden: (1992-33); presidentelect (1922-92); program chair (1991-92); representative for the % n c i n n a ~C3apter to C?e
SZA Xcmber &3ce: 1988.
Chio 'Wnite Eouse Conferecces or, 3i'~raIy
-a m ~ n f o ~ a t i oScience,
n
Denocrzcy Sessio~
E&;lc&kxz: Ph.D. can&;,date(compeer tecFnol(sumner 1991); b-detin erditor, @em G t ,
ogy if: ek~cation),Nova So~&eastemUrive~si- Gazette (1989-93); served on various ofher
'y Scksoi of Ccqxter an6 IrJomatioc Sciencchapter csmmittzes, inclzdicg Strategic ?kces, Ft. Lauderdde, FL [degree mticipatec! nicg, M Hoe Iznning and Local Arrangespring, 1997); M.S.L.S.. LJaiversiQ of Ke<~nk&y z e s t s for Cle 1993 Ciccincati Amual Confer(1386); H.A.B.,
%vier Urivm?y C198G).
ecce, F U ~Relations,
C
zrd Archives.
BLA C11q.pier Actj.Vitj.ss: Ciizcirz~1.atiCjkapte;.:
chair, Networking Committee and OCEiS rep-

STLA 33iv&io-r, 3&-Vitizs: Legal. Di~isioz:seeretary [1996-97); archivis: (396-97); iiaiscz
rji.?itl AALi
3 3 ((1995-); beasurer (193495;: speaker and moderator at annual coxfezence programs.
SL.4 _P*sscci~ticn-Le-dRct?&ies: m e d e s ,
Presideril's Task Fsrce to Sticy the Anma1
Conference (1936- 1; m e ~ s e rA~verCs
,
& Henors C o ~ ~ i t ~3e. W
e , T3"J<~or,
Awz.r.rd S~bcoz:migee (1995-97;; chair, Pzbiic Relations Committee (1993-95).

.~.~7e:.&s/Eom~s:
SLA Ciasinnad Chapter's
Meritorisxs Azhkvemert .!!maxi (1996:;
named an Inf~rm'c;iocInnovat3r 537 West
Pu51i&irIg Ccqoratio:: (1996;; =e=.,Eer, Beta
Px xt: (1985;.
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1996:; co-ed?o of Tke P~forrmatiorzProfessional's Guide to Embracing ~Vew Technalogg, a
guidebook wit11 bi'diogrzphy to accompany a
video presenta&oc produced by LEXIS-NEXIS
in cooperation with SLA and AAL,L (1994);
so-author of "Communiry Access Bulletin

Boards: Cincinimti Libr;L-ians Became involved," Special Lib;-alies. vol. 83, no. 2 (spring
1992:. Presenter, half-day workshop on
.'Emerging Technologies in the Law," tiniversity of North Carolina, Chapel Hill (December
1996); speaker. " B e Information Access Shuf-

fle," ORALL Annual Meeting (October 1996);
speaker, "Marketing & Libraries: Getting the
Word Out," Ohionet Annual Program Meeting
(September 1996); organizer and presenter,
"Internet for Paralegals," Cincinnati Pardegd
Association Annud Program (March 1996).

Conference Committee; Local Arrangements,
Kacsas City (19761.

ik~~ardslEonora:
received Hybritech Incorporated's Barmony Award (corporate TQM
award for excellence) twice, first as an individual (1991), then as part of a library selvices team (1992).

lu Wms is h e d , Strategic Information & Library Services, Hybritech kc., San Diego, CA
(1987- ).
Past Eqiog;ment'r: proprietor: InfoWebb,
Kansas City, MU (1978-86); supervisor of library services! Chemagro Agricultural Chemicds Divisioc, Mobay Chemical Corporation, a
subsidiary of Bzyer, AG; Kansas City, MO
(1970-782.
Edncal-iorr: UrG'c~sityof Missouri, School of
Library SL Icfmnation Science; B.S.. Mount
Union Coliege (13617): SLAs Middle Management Institute.

SLA GIzapter ikckedes: Sun Diego Chapter:
chair, Govercment Relations (1996- ); 1%
towrm SE SLA Nr~eius(1994-96); chair, Ketworkisg (1934-95); past-president (1993-94);
president (1932- 93); president-elect (199i92); director (1988-89). Heart of America
Chap": past-president; president; presidentelect; director; rreasurer; ehair, Membership;
chair, P~bbliciqi;b d e t i n editor.
SLA Divisioc .&&ii~ies: current member,
Phamzceutical, Biological Sciences, Ehrary
Management, and Information Technology
Divisions; forzer member, Science-Technology
S3;ii Ae~oclai-ion-Levei-%ctivitias:member,
Technical Standards Cornmitree (1996- >;
shair, Goveiment Rela~ons Committee
(1995-96, mez3er 1993-96); chair, DACOLT
Advisory Comrnittee (1991-93); member, Strategic Flanzing Co~miitee(1992-93); member,

Other Professional Activities: member, Coalition Council, "Library of Cal~fornia" (a
state-wide vxtual library project) (1997- );
member, California State Networking Committee Task Force (1993- ): Californra State
Networking Regional Planning Committee
(1993-96); member, Kansas City Metropolitan
Library Network Board of Directors Selection
Committee and Steering Committee ; member,
KCLY Inc. Board of Directors. Courier Committee; first c h i , Area Wide Organization of
Librarians Steering Committee.

PabEcatiuna m d Preserrta~ions:listowner,
SD SLA NW~S(1994- 1; numerous contributions to chapter bdetins; thee articles in
Show-Me Libravl:es regarding special libraries;
presentaticns at SLA conferences and chapter
meetings on various topics; presenter, USDA
Annual Information Meeting; co-chair, Missouri State Library Summer Institute; presentations to library students on several campuses.
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(1983); M.Ed. (irstmctional me&-instr~ction2
p r o d ~ adeveIopment) E t t State Urliversity
(1979); B.S. (ear:&
spzces sciencesj State
University of New Ycrk at Stoney Brook (1976).

Coraittee (1983-84). Speaker and moderztor at
cor2erences zzd w o d i h o ~ sfor the Bmirzss &
-Finance. Librag Manqment, _@meurn,A ~ i &
s
Ilamn~aities,and Sizeme-Technolo Diviszons.

SLA Mercher % m e . 1983.

SLPP C a ~ c t l sArSvities: I~$ormation Futurisis Caucus: cowiener (1995-97); foucder
:1995). Gag & iesbiarz Issues Caucus: cc-cobvener (1995-96); newsletter editor (1995-96).
Professional L i b m i a m in hlon-Traditional Careen: menber (1995-).

%A @ h q x z .:L~cri-&iaa:Connecticut Valleg

&ca~iwFsX U : ~ SisE ~
consultant, Digital Library Global Education Industry, IBM Corporation; New Haven, CT (1996- ).
st Zqlay~.cxj.f:consultant, lTwraries and
museums (international) (1993-96), indmtry
specialist, libraries and xuseums (nationd]
(1989-93), library industry specialist (198689), senior librarian (1984-861, and graEuate
library intern (1982-83), IBM Corporation,
New Haven, CT; library director (19811, assistant librarian (1979-811, Lucy A. Phillips Library, Snow College, Ephraim, UT.
'p

Ed~zcaijo~:
M.A. (librarianship and idomatior? management]. Ur2versity of Denver

Chapter president (lYY5-96:; program chair/
president-elect $994-95); keynote qeaker at
chapter's acncd xeeting on T h e Current
and Future Role of I~formationTechnology"
(May 1993). Rockg Mountain Chapter: me=ber, Comm;lt:ee for Joint CoUocpim on Space
P h n i n g (1983).
3 . a
. A
s s u s A s &
Humanities Di~i'sion: n e ~ k e r , Membership
Committee (1996-97). Librag Management Division: me&:,
Roxnepage Cornittee (199495). Shfice-Techmbgg Division: chair, Norniiatiox Ccm~ittee (1994-95); division liaison,
SLA Frofessiond Stamlards Cormittee (199394); past-chak (1993-94); chair (1992-93);
ci?ai--elect (1991-92); chair, Strategic Eannkg
Committee (1988-91, 1986-87); m e m k , Long
Range P h m i g Comaittee (1985-86); chair,
Awards Committee (1984-85); mmher, A~.vards

SLA A S S S C ~ ~ ~ C Z - k
LeI&
V~
i6~
91 member,
Strategic Xanrh~gCormittee (1995-96); moderato at DACOLT worksllops j'199G, 1994);
chair, Noxinakg Comaittee [1994-95); member, N o h a t i n g Cormittee (1993-943; Ilieaber,
Special Comnkiee on Examination of Confere x e mange to Weeken6 Fomat (1993-34).
Other Prcfzsaia:rd i3Lc",ti~~-~.rjjes:
keynote sped+
er on
Futze of hformatioc Technology,
Colorado Librrt-~iAssociation arxrlal conference
(Nove&er 7, 1994); presentations on digital Ebray techo?,ogy and the f-~t.xeof i.rfomation
services at va_rio:ls professional coderecces, 5c h c k g Co~putersin ki~raries(1996) and the
ColLeag~efor Imovakm ii: the Cox~~rll-xlity
lege corzerence cn -idomation tedmolog~
""
(f994, 95); DM Corpration delegate to the Coalition for Netwofked IrLcrma50~(1993- );
LBM Coqoration represeniztive to Special l2braries Association (1992- ); me&er, AssodaSoon of College a ~ Research
d
Libraries (1992- j;
meder, Library %d I~formationTehology
Associztion (1989- ); xriember, Ame6cm Lib r a Associati03
~~
11989- ]; Ilie1niber, Azericm
Association of I t l u s e m 11977- 1; xer5er, Association of Records Mulagers a d Adiiritrztors (1983-92); treasmer, Xetro-New York
Chapter, AmeScm Society for IrZonr~tionScience (1988-89); president, Xniversity of Denver
Skdent Chapter, America Society for Irfomatiori Sciezce (i98243;; rnezher, Utah Libray
Association, Govexmerit ?tocnents R c u d
t<~le, %%ge Uriversity Section (1980-83);
zedex-, Utah Eihcationd Library Media Associztion ,981-83, 1978-79); meaber, :j'lak C d lege Library Co:mcil (r979-82).

AWET.~S/?~CC
mC
e d~eSr :, Beta B:li Mu
(1984); Assodation of Records Managers and
A6ainistrators Scho':zrship (1983); Spccial Libraries Association Science-Technooy Divisicn Trzvel S + e d Award (1383); membeq
Phi Delta Kappa Professiond E611ca5on Fraternity (1979); member, Fhi Kappa P l i Konor
Society (1978).
S&xted
PcAAicztions: "Techco1ogica:l
Knowledge 2nd Skills for Informatioo Managers," Position Descriptions in Special 5-1b~aries,third edition (19961; co-zuthored,
with Newmar,, W.ii.B., "Co~ferenceReport:
Total Qxality: A Vision for the Futme," Lib r a g Hi Tech Arms, (April 1993); "Overview
of Graphicd User Interfaces," Adhznces in
Online Pziblic Access Catalogs>vol. 1 ';1992);
several articles and cc':~rnns in SLRs ScierceTechmlogy Divisica bcfietir, Sci-TechN P ~ J S .
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mittee (1977-78). Meraber, American Society
of Information Science, American Public
Health Associatior,, Institute of Food Technologists: American Association of Cereal Chemists, and America Oil Chemists Society.

* i-mad.s!Efono~s.
Food, Agriculture & h'utrition Division Distinguished Member Award
(1990); listed in Who's Wkc in theMidwest.

{Lmi$ X, TVALTOX is library
manager, Research & Development, Mallinckrodt Chemicd, Inc., St. Louis, MO (1995- ).

T + ~ uxx
-"

P-i;blicaxiox~s: "Database Highlights," Food
and Kutrition editor, 3jumal of Agricultural&

.

Food Infomation (1993-95); "CA Surveyor:
Food and Feed Chemistry," Journal of Agricultural & Food Information, vol. 2, no. 4 (1994);
"Foods Intenigence on Compact Disc," Journal
of Agricultarai & Food Information, vol. 2, no. 2
(1994); "Human Nutrition, CD-ROM by Cornpact Cambridge: A Food Industry View," Journal of Agricultural & Food In$cr.mation, vol. 1,
no. 4 (1993); "Executive Clef? division chair's
columns, Food for nought (1991-92); division
section contributor to Took of the Profession,
2nd ed., SLA: Washington, DC (1991:.

Pm Hxcy;io:mera: manager, Corporate Information Center $79-95), corporate librarian
(1973- 79), Pet hcorporated, St. Louis, MO;
technical libraiar., Pet Incorporated Research &
Development Centx, Greende, IL (1965-73).
EZuc&c~:: M.L.S., University of MissouriColzmbia (1990); B.S. (library science), Washington University (1971); B.A. (chemistry),
Oklahoma State University (1965); a variety
of co~tinuingeCucation courses, workshops,
and seminars.

9LA. Chgsx ih'=u-i-i5es:S t Louis Metro Area
chair, Strategic Planning (1995-96);
chair, Career Guidznce (1992-95);chair, Consultation Comxittee 0982-83); director (1982-83);
president (1977-78); presicient-elect (1976-77);
treasxer (1975-75);bulletin editor ((1972-75).

5iA Dksisn d.&c1??ias: Library Mmulgement
Division: treasmer c992-94); chair, Bylaws
(1985-86). Food>Agriculture & Nutrition Di-iision: chair (1991-92); chair (1974-75); chairelect (1973-74); chair, Nominating Committee
(1990-91); e&or of Food 7ublications Roundup:
A Bibliograpkic Glide (1977-83); contributing
editor, division bulletin (1972-76). Business &
Finance, Iqhxation Techtzologg,Pharma~tical
(and Biuteckn~~ogt),
Advertising & Marketing,
; t ~ dC h e m h D
~ k k i o r ~i:ember.
S i A &~fi&:jf::3x-tt:-.ie:I&ivj.&s: member,
Divkion Cabket (1991-92, 1972-175); chair,
Washington Conference ?ro$am Committee
(1978-80);member, Chapter Cabinet (1976-78).

CI&r PIC%SSICII;~iic11~&s: participant
(representi~gthe St. LOUIS
Metro Chapter), St.
Louis City/County Career Fair (1996, 199395): chair, St. Louis On-Line Users Group
(1983-84); treasurer, St. Louis Regionai Library
Network (1988-90); counciI member (representing Special Libraries Section), St. Louis Regional Library Network Governing Council
(1988-90, 1978-79); member, Planning Com-
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poration, Mt. View, CA (1976-1977j; research
assistant, Stanford Research Instip~te,Medo
Park, CA (1974-76).
Eciveatioc: M.B.A., University of Sanfa Clara
(1982); MA. (library science), San Jose State
University (1976); 3.A. (social science). San
jose State Eniversity (1974).
SLA Member Since: 1976.

(1981-82); ember, Nominating Coninittee
(1979-80).
8LA Dhieion Acdnixies: Science Technolo.8~;
Division: chair, Awards (1996-97j; past-chair
i1991-92); chair (1990-91); cilar-elect (198990); chi;, Nominations j1992-93). Engineering Di~ision:director (1987-89); chair, Nominating Committee (1985-86); secretaryheas z e r (1982- 84); member, Xomicating Committee 11981-82:.

Expression (1995- ); aember, Ifomaiion
Technology Comaittee (1989- 1; editor a d ccordixator of the Apple L.&rary Users S r o q
(1983- ); member, Aknericar, LibraIy Assodation (1975- 1; menher, Leadership Cdiforia
(1993); m e d e r , kadersllp Amerim c992);
chair, Silicon Vdley Irfomaf:on Cezter Advisory Soard (1985-89);LITA Techoiogy Showcase
Chmmittee (1988); fom&g chai-, Libray Microcomputer Template Group, Libray 2nd hformation Technology Association 61985-871.

. 4 ~ m d s l H o n o mSLA Fellow (1996); SLA
Szn Andreas
Mark Baer Award
(1990-91); Excellence in Publishing Award
from KAUGSAW for p.~blblicationsf the Apple
L & i i Users Gmup ivewsletter.
PubEedoiaus: ti~thorof over 20 pub'lshed zrticles and editor of iwo books, inclucl-kg Automated Sgsteprzs fey Access to Muhinational and
Multiscript Librar~Ii4aterials (co-edited wig1
Sdly McC&utc) KC-, Saur: Munich (1994);
The hternetfov T e m h m a i d School Librag Media Specialists: Todag's Applications, Tmoi.row's Prospect: (co-edited wft;l Edward Valauskas'j Neal Sch-am= P~blishing: New Uork
(1996;; "Brave New World: What a Working
Libra&in Shodd Know Abmt Living oc the
Internet" Searcher, the Magazine fix Database
LDr~fissionals(March 1995); Ynternet and the
Corporate X ~ r a ~ yCreating
:
New Opportu~ilies at the Apple Library" Internet ixitiative,
ALA Pwss (1995); "Roll-your-om or Library
Softwue for S m d Libraries," Database {April
1990); "Getking a Piece of the Pie: R&D at i%e
Apple Library" LibragJournal (Sepiember 16,
1990); "A Toxr of the Stacks: HyperCrtrd for
Jane Oros) Oxline
Libraries," [co-edited
~ a r i u a ~1989).
y
Ir, addition, she has beer, profJed in fLdine (Nove7nber 1988); MacPJPeL
[December 1, 1987); Avfierican Librants {Febn a r y 1987); and SoflalL &me 1952).
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(1985-86). Advertisirzg & Marketing, Business
& Finance, Engineering, Librarg Management,

brarians; member, Society of Competitive Intelligence Professionals.

'

Militag Librarians, ~Yews,and Science-Technolog3 Divisions: member.

:

~ y ~ r .v,
: a&L~ is manager, Sunlibrary
Mic,rosysten;s,Inc., Mountain View, CA.

sun

'

Past ~m~lcy;aetli;:
manager, F& Information Services and t& Technology Library, .
Failure Analysis Associates, 1nc.-11984-95);
manager, Infomation Services, Debra Kadabaugh Associates (1983-84); chief librarian,
Library and Information Services, Acurex
Corporation (1979-83); assistant librarian,
Acurex Corporation (1978-79).

SLh Associatjoa-%mei S ~ t h i t i e s member,
:
Public Relations Committee (1994-96).
0 t h P r ~ f e s s i o i ~ dActivities: council
member, Partnership for Librarian Continuing
Education Advisory Council (1996-97); member, American Association of Law Libraries;
member, American Libraries Association;
member, Americar, Society of Information
Science; member, California Libraries Association; member, Churchill Club; member,
Northern California Association of Law Li-

.

.

,

.

Awards and EOBOPS:
SLA San Andreas
Chapter Mark Baer Award (1991-92); Distinguished Alumna Award, San Jose State University (1985).
Pcb:hlica-rices aad PresentzAons: "Short
Take: Quakeline," Database (April 1992).
Speaker, "The Virtual Workplace: One Size
Doesn't Fit All," SLA State-of-the-Art Institute (1996); speaker at several SLA San Andreas Chapter, SLA San Francisco Bay Region Chapter, and California Libraries Association meetings and professional development seminars.

Edscatrion: M.L.S., San Jose State University,
CA (1979); B.A. (English literature), San Jose
State University, CA (1975); Teaching Credentials (elerrentary), San Jose State University, CA (1975).

8X.A Chaprer Ac,%v:~~~L:
San Andreas Chapzm: chair, No~inatingCommittee (1996-97);

chair, Public Relations Committee (1993-97);
member, Strategic Planning Committee (199192); past-president (1985-86); ?resident
(1984-85;; president-elect (1983-84); secretary (1980-81). Sun Francisco Bag Region
Chapter member, Program Committee (1980).

8LR Divisic'~.Acxivides: Telecommunications Division: chair. Strategic Planning Committee (1996-97). Information Technolog~lDivision: chair, Public Relations Committee
(1995-96). ~Metais& Materials Division: chair

:

BeMXRSKHZ.is director, Information Professionds, LEES-NEXS, Dayton, OH (1996-).

Pas; E ~ ~ ~ p l o y m esenior
a t : manager, International Business and New Products (1994-96),
manager, Sales and Customer Support (199294), manager, Information Center and Technical Library (1990-921, LEXIS-NEXIS, Dayton,
0% marketing manager (1987-go), manager,
New Services Section, Marketing and User
Services Division (1985-87), Electronic Publishing and Information Delivery Division,
OCLC, Dublin, OH; sales representative
(1983-851, EBSCONET manager (1981-83),
EBSCO Industries Inc., Birmingham, AL; director of Instructional Media Services, Bodder Valley School System, Boulder, CO (1974-

.
'

.
.

.

1
-

80); technical services cataloger, United States
Air Force Academy Library, Colorado Springs,
CO (1973-74); program manager, Center for
Management and Technical Programs at the
University of Colorado, Boulder, CO (197273); director, Library Media Center, Fairview
High School, Boulder, CO (1967-72).
Ehcation: M.B.A., University of Colorado
(1980); M.L.S., University of Denver (1967);
B.A., University of Colorado, Wellesley College (1965).
SLA 31.le&cr k3s.c~:1990.

S i A G,q:.e~ Advities: *Central:Ghio Chapter.
chaq Strategic Xannting Comnktee (1993-95).
president (1992-93); presider,r-elect (1991-92).
Cimnnnti Chapter member, Great Lakes Regional Co~ferenceP i m a i ~ ~Cgo d t t e e (199193); member, Newsetter Cozmittee (l990-91;.

SLA D i v i s i o ~kd&las: I n f i r m a t m Technologg Dmszan. Newsletter hsiness Manager

:79<L:: -.<.<" .--.

(1995- 96); chair (1994-95).

&I -.e5: ,7
*<$., n-*,
"1 ,'
. ,..,...,-,..-A,
o-. A..~.
/;,I,.:
president
(1977\;, L i f e h e Kcnorary Mernher, Co1oradc
Educational Media Association; member,
ASAmerican LC9rary Association; L4me~can
sociation of School Librarians, A n m d Zonference Planning Committee, AASL Accreclitation Standards.
7,-

n&--:

-.an.

,. , r ~ . . ~ d . . ~ . ~ "Coqzct
.i-..
Discs IndestructibiB07: Myth and Nayse," OCLG ~Wicrc,vol. 7, no.
1 (Febi-~ary 1931;; "Com,pac: D s s : Pemar.ence a d Irre&i;r:wa?Aity May be Syr.onymcus in Libraries as well as in Roget's" ATational Odine 1990 ,Pracezdings, 2. 249-254;
"Seeking Consenstls for the Employmct of a
C o n s d t a ~ (Coqorzte
t
Library Scenario)," Using C~onsultantsin Libraries and hq7oormation
Centers, ed. Edwzrd Sarten, Greenwood Press:
1992, up, 25-28; "End User Traicing Creates

YLXSTIlio:,r,o7~~~
is btlsiness director, p&ications &: irformation servises. American Instibte of Aeronautics and Astronautics, Reston: VA (1991- ).
Fmt E s p h ; i - ~ e r kdirector, EZitond Services, Carroll Publishing Co (1989-91); manager,
information Services, XoEs-Royce Icc. (198189): assistant to the director of libraries, Stanford University (1980-81); head, Technical
Services, NASA Ames Research Center Library (1979); head, Government Reference
Department, University of Georgia Libraries
(1974-78).

E&zc&oxl_: M.A. (political science), University of Georgia (1978); M.A. $?orary science),
IJniversity of Michigan (1972); B.A. (EGglish), Wichita State University (1970).

SLA &sg'w Acbvtries: Washington, DC
Chapter. chzir, PuHic Rektions (1991-92;.
Georgia Chapter: presic'ect-elect (1987).

SLA DiP;,sica~_Ac;-,bvitias: Engineering Division: chair (1985-86;; chair, Public Relations
(1984- 85).

&A ~ A s s ~ & t i o ~ - L e ~. Ai acl h j . ~ e ~chair,
;
Annud Conferexe Committee, Montr6al
(1995); deputy chair, Annu2 Corferecce
Committee, San Antonio (1991;; member, Anma1 Conference Committee, Denver (1988);
session leader, Rou~dtablefor Solo loi~rarians,
Annual Conference (1986).
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G&er Pr.ofes&=.nckL~:i+&s: member, B&'lications Committee (1995-96): member, Education ConmiEec (1993-94);):Nztiond Federation of Abstracting and IrJoaatior Services.

P;3.~2E.~zi01:6:edited four government orgallizaticn directories and wrote 'rewo tecknicd papers ox the :dse of informa5m resom-ces by
8
engineers and scientists.
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Keep abreast of technological innovations
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well be the most significant factor affecting special libraries
The 1994 research project, and their clientele over the next
"Users' Choice of Filtering Meth- 5-10 years. The 1995 Goldspiel
ods for Electronic Text," explored Grant recipients address this
and analyzed the methods that important trend in "The Impact
managers and engineers select to of Electronic Publishing on Spefdkr informtion from fill-text cia1 Libraries in the Future."
electronicperiodicals, The Boeing The primary goal of the study is
Technical Library at the W i n g to synthesize existing and newCoporation, Seattle, WA, was se- Iy gathered data in order to anIected for the investigation, due alyze how electronic publishing
in Iarge measure to the personnel is likely to affect special librarusing the facility and the wide ies, as well as publishers and
range of services offered, which users. over the next decade.
allowed for a complete and h- The report analyzes how ecodepth analysis of infomation nomics and new technologies
seeking behavior. Tne study fo- are changing the ways in which
cused on factors affecting selec- journal articles, the most imtion of a filtering mechanism and portant source of external inforthe relationship between the mation for clientele, are obmethods individuals use, and Qined 2nd wed.
their information seeking behavCarol Tenopir, Ph.C., and
ior, their profession, and the Donald W. King are currently
conducting the research. Tenopk
types of tasks they perform.
Raya Fidel, W.D.. and is profes~~r,
School of LaformaMichael Crandell served as the tion Sciences, Uni'Jer~ityof Tenprimary investigators for the nessee, Knoxville. King, of King
study which commenced in Oc- Research. Knoxville, TK. has
tober 1994. Fidel is associate over 35 years experience in the
professor, Graduate school of field of library and information
Library and Information Sci- science research. Tenopk and
ence, University of Washington, King hope to test the hypothesis
Seattle, Crandefl is external sys- that electronic publishing can be
terns requirements librarian, a win-win-win situation for
Boeing Technical Library, Bee- readers, libraries, andpubbhers.
ing Corporation, Seattle, WA.
Artifleiria8 Irwtelfigcnce

recipients are examining the
applicability of artificial intelligence/expert systems technologies to current and future specid library operations, "Potendal Applications of Artificial Intelligence and Expert. System
Technologies in tine Special Library of tine Future" aims to
quell the fears that AUES technologies will allow computers to
take over many of the activities
now performed Icy professional
librarians. It wiE do this by producing a realistic gilide to what
AIIES technologies are likely to
contribute to special libraries in
The Steven I. Goldspiel Methe foreseeable future. The remorial Research Grant funds
sear& is crucial becase most
projects which promote and enapplications of these technolchance the role of the special ligies in libraries have not beer:
brary while providing essential
objectively evaluaxed.
information on competencies
The principal investigators,
necessary for every informaEV?. Laneaster, Ph.D.. Rofessor
tion professional. The reEmeritus, and Linda C. Smith,
searchers selected are experts
professor, Library and Informain their field whose credentials
"Lion Science, University of Eliforecast an excellent and infornois, Urbana-Champaign, are
mative final product. The inbotii
recognized experts in the
vestigations, which focus on
field
of
MES. Theh appraisal of
topics from the SLA Research
M E S systems will he based on
Agenda, have included finda review of successes/faiI~resin
ings as varied as a confirmathe application of these techoltion of the significant influence
ogies 21 tke library profession
special libraries have on corpoand
in other environments. A
rate decision-making to the
guide of 6lis kind is urgently
best method to measure quality
needed to ensure that librarians
and performance in a special lipxsue projects tila: have some
brary setting. The current
2nd Expert 5y%%esws
feasibility/practicability and
Goldspiel Grant projects prom- Electmnik Publishing
The
1996
Goidspiel
Grant
avoid investment Ir:projects that
Electronic publishing could
ise equally valuable results.
have little prospect for s~ccess.
Recipients of the 1995 and
by Laura N G a s a w q md Lima Sayey. Suyer LY director, research at the Special Libraries Assoa'aIzon~ 6996 Goldspiel Grants wifi
LSLL current reWdshihgton, DC.Gasawuy is SLA s' research committee chak For more i@omtatio~?on 'Rn&ngs: Resemch present their mq
and Your Bottom Line, " or to contn3ute to the column, please contact Gasmq na the I n m e t a2 search findings at the SLBi
laura~asaw@uncedu, orSqer at 1-202-234-4700, ext. 6615;fa:61-Z0Z-Z65-9361? fay 1-202-265- 88th Anma1 Conference in Se9315Internet: lima@sIa.org.
attle, WA.
8
,
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I love bibliographies. I collect bibliographies. Compiling, maintaining, and distributing bibliographies is an integral part of
my work. I often get requests for copies of
the materials cited in my bibliographies, which I cannot fill
for a variety of reasons. So, as
the amount of material reprinted or originating on the World
Wide Web increased, I enthusiastically anticipated a double
bonus-I would have access to
new materials to compile into
"webliographies," and i could
satisfy those requesting copies
of the materials by including
links to the online copies. My
initial excitement was dampened, however,
when i realized that there is a price for the
"free" riches offered on the Web. I soon
found that there are some new challenges
for bibliographers on the Web.
I discovered that Web resources augment, but do not replace, print resources. I
continue to use older research resources
while learning how to use the new ones.
When a reference is both in print and on
the Web, I usually cite both sources in a
bibliography and therefore must verify two
sources for a single article.
Search and retrieval s k i s acquired using older online sources are not always
transferable to the Web. Each Web search
site has its own set of search commands.
This adds to the time the bibliographer
spends doing the preliminary research.
Since here are few standard evaluation
tools yet available for Web materials, webliographers must rely on their own judgment or word-of-mouth evahations. Help is
growing in this area, evidenced by a num-

for information seekers, webliography users have come to expect, and even demand,
links to the latest materials-requiring regwww.iat.unc.edulinfobitslbitoct96.htm~. ular updating that would never be expected
of a print bibliographer, For example, six weeks after conpiling
a bibliography with Web links, I
received an irate complaint that
many of the links were not
working, and therefore the bibliography was useless. i was able
to reconstruct new links for some
of tie citations, however much
of the material is lost forever.
How does the webiiographer
deal with user expectations and
demands? You could have a large
to reguh updating activities,
staff
devoted
Information au- thentication is another
problem. The Web has been called the you could put a disclaimer on your material
world's largest vanity press, and some Web warning that the com~deris not responsible
publishers pretend to be more authoritative for i i that ease to work, or you could use
than they really are. Some sites are also de- automated tools to check for "link rot" and
liberately designed to m3lead users into assist with updatesali of which require extra work or decreased user satisfaction, Finalthinking the site is authentic.
The Web has also presented us with a Iy, you could involve the users % part of your
Whole new concept of what "out of print" update team. This not onIy blurs the division
mmns. Web pages are notorious for suffering between information provider and hnormafrom "link rot." A reference that was cited 2on users, but enables them to repay you 5y
yesterday may be moved or disappear entirely feeding you new information. This idorma!
tomorrow without notice, making mainte- collaboration forms an information sharing
cycle which benefits both parties.
nance of these resources another headache.
Now the user not only benefits from the
The Web has also changed many users'
research
performed by the provider, but
perceptions of what they should get from
online iaformation providers. No matter also participates by 1) commenting on the
how exhaustive its coverage, a bibliography usefulness of materials, 2) aeathig and
is oniy a snapshot in time of what has been making avazable 51eir own materids, and
written on a subject and chosen by the bib- Lrj making swggestions from additional inliographer. Users have accepted the Iimita- formation that they have located on their
tions of a tradi~ionalbibliography. However. own. Bibliographies on tile Web can require
with the increasing hype about the Web's more work for the information profession&
capability to provide immediate gratiacation but wiU provide new resources for users
and enhance the more traditional bibliographies. When t k bibliographer enlists the
by CaroLyn Kotias, Kotlas is infomaion resources manager, InstitufeJ%rAcademic Tech- user to form an information partnership,
nology, University ofA7orth Carolina, Chapel Hill. For more infomation on "On the NeC " or the results can enrich the work of both parto contribute to the column, please contact Sharyn L;adner at: I-,705-284-406Z.M:
I - ties and improve the relationship between
305-665- 7,752;Internet: sladner@umiamiir.miami.edu.
t;ie information prwiders and users.
g
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ber of recent articles providing evaluation
advice (see "Evaluating Web Resources,"
&IT I#ohits, issue no. 40, October 1996,

20 in Washington, DC. For more
information, piease see AMs
Web page at: m.ala.org.

wiU be held March 16-18 in New
Orleans, LA. The topic of the
meeting md.l be "Strategic Per-

9317; Internet: gianna@sla.org.

9B ALEE C~nfc~ence

spectives on Change in the Inforpggl&%:
mation Industry.." For details,
Association for Library and
Informa~ion Science Education The 7th Transborder Library FG- contact Jeannette Webb, ASIDlC
(ALISE), in conjunction with the rum (W FOROj wiU be held Secretariat, P.O. Box 8195, AthGeorge Washington University, Februaq 20-22 in Ciudad Jua- ens, GA 30603; tel: 1-706-542wdl present the 1997 ALEE rez, Chihuahua, Mexko. For 6820; fax: 1-706-542-0349; InConference, "Reinventing the In- more information, contact Mar- ternet: jwebb@ugacc.uga.edu.
formation Profession," Febmary tha Castro, 7th Transborder Li11-14 in washingofl, DC. ALEE brary Forum, UACJ-Direction de
'97 wiI1 examine the cbalienges Recursos Informativos, Av. Lo- The Seventh International Conassociated with developkg the pez iMateos No. 20, 32310 fezence on European Business
knowledge, skills, and approach- Ciudad Juarez, Chihuahua, Mex- Information (EBIC '971 wilI be

The Northeast Document Conservation Center will present a
workshop titled "Care of Photographs" at their Massachusetrs
headquarters April 1. To receive
registration information, mail,
%1
or e-mail your name and
address to Gay Tracy, 100 Brick-

In a corporate library a few
years back. a member of our
legal staff poked his head ic at
lunchtime and mentioned we
shouldn't worry about our
budget thls year-the library
had just saved the company
$22 million. Of course we
didn't let him go to lunch until
he explained.
Some months earlier, he and
some company officers went tc
one of our competitors to ask
about licensmng a process that
they owned. The2 response
was that a license would cost
us $25 million. On the way
back from the meeting, our director of research and development said he was sure he had

seen this process outlined before, in a book he used years
ago as an undergraduate In
Germany. If it was witten up
'lizat long ago, he said, our competitcr's recer:t patent muid be
cha.lienged and broken in court.
A few days latex, he caxe to us
in the li'xary with ar: old index
card citing a physics textbook,
written in German acd pubIished in 1989, and asked if we
could get a copy, We tried. the
usual sources for purchasing,
no Iucli. We 5ien tried inter%
brary Loan. and since this was
before the days of instant Web
access, we were phoning everyivhexe. We located ace copy, but
<ie holding Ebrary"s staff said

hour later one of the iegal staff
asked us to purchase a cqy!
We assured him ir couidn't
be done, but because 2ie book
was in tke pubk domain, we
could make copies of any pages
without copyright problems.
"Good," he said, "we need two
copies of tile entire book."
Some time later, we delivexd
the ccpies, carefuliy rewrapped
and insured the book for its re+:.JJ trip, and more or less fcrgot about it. Until now, when
we heard the rest of the story.
The same delega~ionfrom our
compmy went to visit "for Father discussions," and had the
two copes of the book in hand.
Early h the proceedings, one
copy was pushed across tize table, and the resear& hief of the
other company was a s i d to look
at tkke experiment outlined on
pages 79 through 89, v h c h b7as
compiete with ihtratiocs. Tke
legal department had prepared a
translation, but v&h the iiiustratrons provided in me bcok, the
translation wasn't redly needed.
T

you search by page cite, popular n m e , pnbiic law,

foreign treaties, Indian treaties and more.
To get a free demo CD-ROM, call f -800-910-0281or

'heir chief of resmcb groaned,

a d said "Oh, no, that process
mst US $3 &lion to de~~eiop,
ad it's aii right here:" O x side
sixply pointed out ti?^ it wouid
cost less to rake them zo cmrt
break their patent %an to
pay the exorbifant price they
:arere askmg. Shodd we proceed,
or would Cilejr bring down the
cast of k e n s a g the process? 2:
the end, our license cost $9 millim. which means we pdd for
their deveIopment costs, but it
v7as qaite rezseniile ccmpared
to :he LrziaI price. Fkdy, we let
the iawyer go to imch. (We did
wonder, t$ou&, if they ody
needed pages 78 tho~g1189,why
we coillclr,'t have saved some
t h e and cost in photocopyhgIj
So, what mzkes you special, in a ccrporate information center, library, or a rose
by any other name? The abiliry to p'arsue, find, and then
deliver the information needed, under zny circux:stances,
83
in a timely manner.

send e-mail to info@potomacpub.com- save
space, save tine, save money.

~ O T O ~ M A~
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Visit our web site at wmw.potomacpub.com
-

by john Pie@ Fie@ is associte di,pe~~o~fo,?
learning reremes:
/ o h Carnil Unfi~ersiQ,Ckz~eland,OH FCI"more irsufoormation on
contact
"@ecia/SLbranuns, or to contn'irute to the ml'kcmn,
Pit& at: 1-216-39 7-1706;J&x: 1-215-39 7-4256; Internet:
pi@@J'~~uxa~icu.
edx
,"

~~~~e

Joining SLA's Legacy Club is as easy as including the association in a will,
trust, or insurance policy. For more information, contact Kevin Heffner at 1202-234-4700, ext. 631, or at kevin@sla.org. Confidentiality is assured.

SwetScan
a complete, easy-to-usetable
of contents system with:
The Congressional Research Service (CRS) invites applications for the position
of Chief of its Congressionai Reference Division. CRS is the department of the
Library of Congress that provides obiective, non-partisan policy analysis,
research and informationto Congress. The individual selected for this position
will lead a division of opproximotely 100 employees that responds to congressional requests for information research and readedreference services.
Qualified condidares will possess a minimum of one year of specialized experience oat the GS-15 level in the Federal Service or at a compamble fevel of
difficulty outside the Federal Service which demonstrates a minimum level of
proficiency in the ability to manoge an information research and readedreference assistonce program and a knowledge of information technology and
resources.
Applicants must obtain a copy of Vacancy Announcement #960176 in order
to apply {or this position. The vacancy announcement lists the knowledge,
skills, and abilities ( K S k ) that must be addressed. For a copy of this vacancy
announcement ond an application form, please call the Library of Congress
Employment Office at (202) 707-4315 or (202) 707-5627. One con also
obtain copies by visiting the Library of Congress Employment Office in Room
LM-107, 101 IndependenceAvenue, SE, Washington, DC, Mon. Fri.,
8:30a.m. 4:30 p.m. Appiications must be received no later tnan
March 10, 1997.

-

-

. THE LIBRARY OF

CONGRESS

The Library of Congress is an EE0,'A.A Employer.

14,000 journals
powerful web-based
searching
frequent updates
complete document
delivery service
from CISTI
Get the best international
coverage with 65% sciltech and
medical titles. Searching and
document ordering can be
customized to your needs.

For a free one-month
trial call

1-800-668-1222or
e-mail: cisti.swetscan@nrc.ca
SwetScan - the smart way to meet
the growing demands of your clients.

A service from CIS= Canada Institute for Scientific and
Technical Information.

IUC-CIUC
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foundation of Mi text electroni

professo< Schooi oflihrcu and formati02 by irltegraphg it, dsInfarmlst'on Science, Kent Staff ~$-&g 2 though an orgmkaUni.~e~si&Kent, OH.
tion's i~&as@~ctlr,re,
and making
it a shared a ~ recyclable
d
asset.
The implicstions for educating tomorrow's information proMegill, Kenneth A. The Corporate fessionals are significant. The
Memory. West Sumx, U#: Bowker- potential for those of us already
Saur, 1997, f O7p, I S M 1.85739- in the field to find new career di158-6,
mensions is equally signif?can~
The author of this book sug- if we are willing and able to &take
gests that the corporate infor- up the challenge.
?he author does not provide
mation professional of che future ought idea@ to possess ZI hits for information manageamalgam of skills associated ment practitioners on how best

SLA offers special advantages for Interlibrary Loan in a
law firm setting: diversity of
subjects, business attitude, a
legal network, and professiona1 camaraderie.
The perspective from which I
am speaking is as an employee
at one of Washington, DC's largest law f m s . In such a setting,
the legal practice areas are very
diverse, and many attorneys are

writing articles for legal publications. Every practice area and
interest area offers a potential
Interlibrary Loan request for
supplementary materials.
Many standard requests for
law review articles and state
codes can be accommodated
quickly through Law Librarians
of Washington, DC (LLSDC) using the COUKSEL directory of
metropolitan holdings. The
-

by Lawrence S Guthn'e, II. Guthrie is interlibrav loan librarian,
Conngton d5 Burling Washington, DC For More infoPmation on
"Copynght Comer," or to contribute to the column, pZease contact
Guthne at: 1-202-6626158;Jaw: 1-202-778-8658;Internet:
Iguthrie@cov.corn.

growing SLA Legal Division offers a potential network for
shared resources locally. also.
Nationally, the American Association of Law Libraries
(AALL) and now SLA's Leg$
Division provide a good network, perhaps connected by the
Internet. Law firms, however,
are reluctant to lend items out of
town because it is difficult to recall them immediately if needed.
Treatises can be searched on
OCLC and obtained through Law
firms, law schools, university libraries, etc. Tmeliness is a factor
and numerous academic libraries
can accommodate the quick turnaround necessary in a law firm

setting. Law frm library etiquette
suggests a response in one hour.
Document del~eryservices are
very helpful in a pinch, as well as
Znternetsources.
In addition, newspaper libraries are extremely helpful when
an article in today's paper is
needed before it is in a database.
Company libraries, such as World
Book, are an excellent resource
when no holding libraries are indicated. Also, SLA libraries can
refer one to association proceednngs. SLA members are very
helpful and respond in a spirit of
professional camaraderie, making SLA an excellent resource for
interlibrary Loan in a law firm.%

D

o you wlsk someone would evaluate important Internet sites for
you so you could spend your time more effectively?
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1 097BGB8 Candidates
%.A ?X%$JQ

In considerahon @ our international
readership, theJollowing summaries ofthis
month 'sfeature artides are providedjrst in
English, then in French and Spanish.

par Shelly T. West

This special feature highlights biographies,
and a short interView
with each candidate mming for SLA office
for the 1997/98 term. This year's slate of
candidates include: L. Susan Hayes, Oak Arbor Publishing, Delray Beach. FL, and Donna W. Scheeder, Library of Congress, Washw o n , DC for president elect; Lyle W. ~ i n t er, Library of Congress, Washington, DC, and
Richard E. Wallace. A.E. Staley Manufacturing Company, Decatur, IL, for treasurer;
Anne K. Abate, Dinsmore Q Shohl, Cincinnati, OH, and 5 Webb, Hybritech Inc., San
Diego, CA, for chapter cabinet chair-elect; Richard P. Hulser, IBM Corporation, New Haven. CT, and Laurence R. Walton, Mallinckrodt Chemical, Inc., St. Louis, MO, for division cabinet chair-elect; and Monica Ertel,
Apple Computer, Inc., Cupertino, CA, Cynthia
I? Hill, Sun Microsystems, Inc., Mountain
View, CA, Karen Holloway, ,American Institute of Aeronautics and Astronautics. Reston, VA, and Mary E. Marshall, LEXISNEXIS, Dayton, OH, for director.

Taming %heWiHd Web Page:
A Web Coprsultant RIEs A%I
by Shelly T. West

Pondering the effectiveness of your presence on the Web? With the recent Internet explosion, there are now billions of places to go
on the Web. Your site is now just one of
many. How do you ensure that your site gets
the attention it deserves? The easiest way to
get attention is to be useful. Excellent resources for information are always welcome,
particularly when they provide a one-stop
spot for unique of heretofore uncataloged
subjects. Whatever the subject matter, a site
must do something: inform, assist, entertain,
or otherwise occupy the mind. Being usell is
one of the four pillars of an excellent site.
This, along with three other aspects-change,
organization, and appearance-should be applied to any site, regardless of size or content.

Ma~agingSgiewtifie J@agmals
in the Digital Era
by Carol Tenopir and Donald W. King

The explosion of electronic publishing
presents special librarians with a challenging new opportunity. Scientific and other
scholarly journals-a particularly important
resource in organizations served by Specid
libraries-are in a state of flux. Special librarians must take a lead role in assisting
with difficult decisions concerning access
and use of articles throughout their organizations. To assume this role, special Iibrarians should apply their unique knowledge of
1) how information is acquired and used by
their community; 2) the availability of alternative media, sources, and pricing options;
3) the economic trade-offs among these alternatives; and 4) what is generally best for
the entire organization. Findings from
SLA'S 1995 Steven I. Goldspiel grant,
shared here by the grant recipients, wiIl explore all of these issues.
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L'explosion de I'Cdition electronique
prCsente de nowelles gageures aux biblio50 Years of SiHeng $ervke:
thecaires spCcialises. Les revues scientiInside the C@l Library
1 fiques et autres revues savantes - source
by Susan L. Wright
particulierement importante de docurnentation pour les crganismes qui utilisent les
The CIA Library, which celebrates its bibliotheques spkcialisees - fluctuent con50th anniversary this month, builds and tinuellement Les bibliOthecaires 'peciaiises doivent prendre la tete pour aider a
maintains the agency's primary collection of prendre de dkcisions difficiles concernant
open source materials and serves as the 17acc&saux articles et leur utilisation dans
main repository for unclassified as well as - tous les services de l'organisme. Pour jouclassified documents. NOW,for the first time : er ce r6le de chef de file, les bibliothicaires
since the library's creation, information specialises devront appliquer leur unique
professionals are finally able to reveal : cOnnaissancede la manitre dent Ies informations sont acquises et employees par
unique aspects of the agency's library, as leur
communautC ; 2) la disponibilite
well as some of what its like to work in a d,autres medias, sources et options de tarisecret organization. In a new spirit of open- fiation ; 3) les concessions Cconomiques
ness, librarians at the CIA Library share mutuelles entre ces alternatives ; et 4; ce
~ j t h~ n f outlook
~ the
~ types
~ of~col- n qui est generalement pour le mieux dans
lections maintained, the range of materials 1'0rganisme entier. Les reci~iendairesde la
subvention Steven I. Goldspiel de 1995 acincluded in these collections, and how they cordee ppar la SLA exploreront toUtes ces
are used. These information professionals matieres et communiqueront leurs conclualso share some of tFLemeasures taken at sions. Cette subvention est diviske entre
their library to ensure confidentialityin this ies recipiendaires.
closed atmosphere.
'

'

'

VOUS meditez SUr :'effiGicitk de VOEe
presence sur 1e Web? Avec la rkcente explosion d'lnternet, il est possible de se rendre
des miUiardsde sites web. Aujourd,hui,
,tre site n'en es: qu'un parmi bien dtautres.
Comment assurer que votre site regoive
?attention qu'il merite? La meilIeure fapn
de se signaler est d'etre utile. ~'excdentes
de renseignemenls
t3ujours Ies
bienvenues, surtout lorsque cette documenation sur des matieres qG n.avaient jamah
et6 ca~ogueesauparavant est concentrke
dms un lieu anique. Quelle que soit la matikre, un site doit faire quelque chose : informer, aide&XXWX ou OcmPer l'es~ritde
quelque autre fason. me utile est
des
quatre piliers d'un excellent site. Ceci, conjoinrement avec nois autres aspects changement, organisation et apparence devra e@e appliqd 2 n'importe quel site,
quelle qu'en soit la taille ou le contenu.

'

Domaads Ia pigiffa salvaje del Web:
U n ~sfpesiadiis%a
deil Wmld Wtde Web

La$ candidzrtot para cargos; en la SM
en 1997PP8

d~ m e ~ t a%ado
Cette chronique speciale presente les candidats qui postulent aux diverses fonctions de
la SLA pour Ie terme de 1997198 et inclut leur
biographie et photo, ainsi qu'une brhe interview avec chacun d'entre em. Cette annee, la
liste comprend : Susan Hayes de Oak Harbor
Publishing a Delray Beach (Floride) et Donna
W. Scheeder de la Library of Congress a
Washington pour le poste de presidente
dbignke ; Lyle W. Minter de la Library of
Congress a Washington et Richard E. Wallace
de A. E. Staley Manufacturing Company a Decatur @nois) pour le poste de trksorier ;
Anne K. Abate de Dinsmore & Shohl a Cincinnati (Ohio) et Ty Webb de Hybritech Inc. a
San Diego (Californie) pour le poste de
pr&ident(e) dbignC(e) du cabinet du chapitre; Richard P.Huiser de la Societk IBM a New
Haven (Conn&cut) et Laurance R. Walton
de Mallinckrodt Chemical, Inc. a St. Louis
(Missouri) pour le poste de president designe
du cabinet de la division ; et Monica Ertel de
Apple Computer, Inc. a Cupertino (Califomie),
Cynthia V. Hill de Sun Microsystems, hc. a
Mountain Wew (Califomie), Karen Holloway
de I'American Institute of Aeronautics and
Astronautics a Reston (Virginie) et Mary A.
Marshall de LEXIS-NEXIS a Dayton (Ohio)
pour le poste d'adminiiatrice.

56 anz dc se~vieecn silence
Aaa sein de Ia biba"8oth&quedu CIA
par Susan L. Wright

La bibliotheque de la CIA, qui ceebre son
cinquantii?me miversaire ce mois-ci, entretient et ajoute a la collection primordiale de
sources accessibles i tous accumulkes par
l'agence et sert de repertoire principal des
documents classes secrets et non secrets.
Maintenant, pour la premiere fois depuis la
crhtion de la bibliotheque, les professionnels
de l'information peuvent halement reveler
les aspects uniques de la bibliotheque de
I'agence, ainsi que ce que c'est que de travailler dans une organisation secrete. Dans
un nouvel esprit de franchise, les bibliothbires de la bibliotheque de la CL4 partagent avec Z@onnatlon Outlook les types de
collections qui sont entretenues, l'assortiment
de mat&riauxinclus dans ces collections et la
maniere dont elles sont utilisees. Ces professionnels de I'infomtion partagent egalement
quelques-unes des mesures qui ont etk prises
a leur bibliotheque pour assurer la confidenti&ti dans cette atmosphere fermee.

por Shelly T. West

iESGi reflexionando scbre la eficacia de
su presencia en el Web? Con la explosion reciente del Internet, ahora hay mil &ones de
lugares para visitar en el Web. Su sitio (site)
es ahora uno de muchos. jComo se asegura
que su sitio llama la atencion que merece?
La mejor manera de llamar la atencion es
siendo util. Siempre son bienvenidos 10s
magnificos remrsos de informacion, particularmente m n d o proporcionan una breve
parada para temas singulares hasta ahora
sin catalogar. CuaIquiera que sea el tema, el
sitio tiene que hacer algo: informar, contribuir, entretener, o si no, ocupar la mente.
HaciCndose util es una de las cuatro alumnas de sosten para un sitio magnifico. Esto,
ademis de tres otros aspectos: el cambio, la
organizacion, y la aparienciadeben de ser
aplicados a cualquier sitio, a pesar del
tamaiio o del contenido.

Administiando i2s revistas cienfifisat
de da em esurnkrica
por Carol Tenopir y Donald W, King

La explosion dde la publication electronica les presenta a los bibliotecarios especiales una nueva y desafiante oportunidad.
Revistas cientificas y demas revistas eruditas-un recurso particularmente importante
en las organizaciones que se favorecen de
las bibliotecas esyeciales--est8n en un estado de carnbio continuo. Bibliotecarios especiales deben de asumir un papel de mando para ayudar con las decisiones dificultuosas relacionadas con el acceso y el uso de
articulos por todas sus organizaciones.
Para desempeiiar este papel, 10s bibliotecarios especiales deben aplicar sus conocimientos unicos de 1) como se adquiere la
informacion y como se utiliza por su comunidad: 2) la disponibilidad de 10s medios alternativos, fuentes, y opciones de precio;
3) 10s intercambios economicos entre estas
alternativas; y 4) lo que es mejor en general
para la organizacibn entera. Las recomendaciones de la beca de la SLA Steven I.
Goldspiel de 1995 , compartida aqui por 10s
recibidores de la beca, exploraran todos estos asuntos.

Este articulo especial subraya las
biografias, Ias fotograflas, y una entrevista
corta con cada candidato con posibilidades de
ganar un cargo en la SLA para el mandato de
1997198. Este aiio la lista de candidatos incluye a: L. Susan Hayes, Oak Arbor E'ublishing, Delray Beach, FL, y Donna W. Scheeder,
Library of Congress, Washington, D.C. como
presidente-electo; Lyle W. Minter, Library of
Congress, Washmgton, D.C.y Richard E. Wallace, A.E. Stadey Manufacturing Company,
Decatur, Jl, como tesorero: Anne K Abate,
Dinsmore Q Shohl, Cincinnati, OH, y 5
Webb, Hybritech Inc., San Diego, CA, como
jefe-electo de 10s miembros del consejo; Richard P. Huker, JBM Corporation, New Haven,
CT, y Laurence R. Walton, Mallinckrodt
Chemical, Inc., St. Louis, MO, como jefe-elm
de 10s miembros de la seccion; y Monica Ertel, Apple Computer, Inc., Cupertino, CA, Cynthia V. Hill, Sun Microsystems, Inc. Mountain
View, CA, Karen Holloway, American Institute
of Aeronautics and Astronautics, Reston, VA,
y Mary E. ,Marshall, LEXIS-NEXIS, Dayton,
OH, como director.

58 a&ss de tervido en siieneia
Def~fk~
d4f I2 biblbteca de h C8.A
por Susan 1. Wright

La biblioteca de la CIA (agencia central
de inteligencia), que celebra su 50 aniversario este mes, produce y mantiene la coleccion primordial de la agencia sobre materia
de fiientes de informacion abiertas y sirve
como el almacen principal para documentos
que no son secretos tanto como para 10s
que lo son. Ahora, por primera vez desde
que se inicio, 10s profesionales de la informacion pueden al fin descubrir aspectos
singulares de la biblioteca de la agencia,
tanto como algo de la manera que se trabaja
en una organizacion secreta. Con un nuevo
espiritu de apertura, 10s bibliotecarios en la
biblioteca de la CIA comparten con I@ormation OutZook 10s tipos de colecciones archivadas, la gama de materia incIuida en estas
colecciones, y como se utilizan. Estos profesionales de la informacion tambien comparten algunas de las medidas tomadas en
su biblioteca para asegurar la confidentialidad en este ambiente reservado.
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mation scientists.
5,l The special librarian has expert knowledge of the content of information resources, iilcluding the ability to critically evaluate
and filter them.
2 2 The special librarian has specialized subject knowledge appropriate to the business of the organization or client.
In work we have done in DuPont to articulate our core competencies we have stated tiiese a bit differently and perhaps more basically and broadly. We view the core competencies of IibrariansJinformation scientists to be
Ability to concepaalize information
Knowledge of internal and external infaxation resources
Understanding of information resource management
Ability to synthesize and tailor information
I think that item 1.1 in your study is related to our second and
third stated core competency and fiat item 1.2 is related to our
fourth core competency. Our s k i s need to change over time to respond to changes in our world Iike those thzt computer technoiogy
bring, but our core competencies, those underlying capabilities t h t
distinguish us as library and information science professionals,
should and do remain fairly stable over time.
For imreased explanation and expansion on these core competencies, please see our article published in the Bulletir! @the American Soae@for Infomaaon Science, vol. 22, no. 2, December&muary 1996, pp. 11-15. I would hope that this coul6 begin to engender
a discussion on our core competencies ard why they are so critical
for effectiveness and maybe even survival in [he information age.
Rita See& Ayers
L)uPont Company
WiImington7DE

Dear Editor:
I have just visited the SLA Web site and want to compiiment
you on the attractive new iogo. 1t9svery Zlst century, suggesting
both edergy and networking-evocative of ?NO of the key features
of special librarians.
Barbara Dmce
iiniversify ofr"ronto
Tmnto, ON
Dear Editor:
In my opinion, the new SLA iogo is worthless. It could be anything, thus negating its value as a symbol. The S-A press release
states, "The sphere represents our multi-dimensional profession,
conveying strength, continuity, and global reach. We are very excited about the new image this log8 wili project." Wow does it do this?
While the shading conveys the image of a sphere, I fail to see
the jump to "strength, ~ontkuity~
and global reach." I a n presume
the white image on the sphere is a stylized "S" and not the symbol
for a hurricane, but how does that link the viewer to the Special Libraries Association? Symbols must fit into a common iconography
to have meaning. The new logo is arbitrary; by brezking completely

with tradition and communal iconography, it has lost its power to
convey any meaning. The new logo projects nothing more than a
graphic designer's esthetic whirr,. Mow disappointing that an organization representkg information professionah has fallen victim to
p he information equivalent of the emperor's new clothes.
Scott Jdarsdlis
RelikStc?rFfhanciaiCop
Hinneapolk, MN

Gear Editor:
I was glad to see S~egaZLibrades address the issue of information malpractice again. However, it can cniy be considered mduractice by the author not to cite Anne Mintz anywhere in the article.
You. may not be aware that Ms. Mintz v~rotethe seminal article on
the subject and it was reprinted in a book published by SLA.
It is disheartening to note that Ms. Miritz was not given proper
credit. I hope that you mdi find some way to rectif tilis omission in
what purported to be an article reviewing the important literature.
Ruth A. Page8
Emoy University, W~odr??f&ibray
Atlanta, GA
The Author Responds:
I would like to thank Ms. Pagefi for her comments. Ms. Pagell
wiles that my article was a review of the importailt literature. That
was riot my irtention. If it had been, I certainly would have included Anne Mintz's artide. My sbstract states that the article "serves
as a review of current thoughts and trends." Rather fxlan preparing
a his~oricdreview of the literature, I concentrated on legal definitions and acmd c c u ~decisiocs. In acknowledgment to Ms. Mintz,
her article served as a. springboard to my desire to explore this topic. Mnough I did not quote her work directly ir: the article, it was
very influential in my research.
Karl Cremiem
Auehoc 'Ir/la@racace:Is the Sky- Failing?"
Special Librazes) vol. 87, no, J
Chicago, IL

ASSISTAYTLIFZ Scmm LI-

(search re-opened): Requirements: MLS (MA accredited). Bachelor's or advanced degree in biology or related field,
or demonstrated knowIedge of
the life sciences literature
through a combination of educational background and experience. Desired QuaMcations:
User instruction and reference
experience in an academic or
special library,
in us- Exwrience
ing electronic resources in biolo.gy and related fields. Demonstrated intcrrst in integrating
and applying cew and emerging
technologies to meet the changing needs of users. Excellent
communicatioc and presentation
skills. Srrong service orientation
and denlonstmed interpersonal
skills. Experience working as
pan of a cram. Responsibilities:
Develops and coordhates user
irlstruction program for the Life
Sciences Library as an integral
part of the Purdue University Libtaries system-wide information
literacy program for all levels
and types of users. Instructs
students and faculty in the effeclive use of electronic and
printed resources, individt~ally
and in the classroom. Provides
reference services an a I@Xly-scheduled basis. Actively
contributes to the operation of
the library by assisting in adopting new technologies, implemerltk; new sewices and procedures, developing the cdtection, and iiaisiag with faculty
and other primary users. Supervises the m d r s maintenance
manager. Participates in the
planning iKrivlries of the Life
BRARIAN

Sciences Library and the Librar- gram of technology-based liies. Participates in collaborative brary and information services
activities within the Biomedical for the new facility. Mth primaand Natural Sciences Clustcr ry responsibility for the ACES
(Life Sciences Library, Veteri- Library's pubIic service, collecnary Medical Library, and Phar- tion development, and original
macy, Nursing and Health Sci- cataloging activities, the Librariences Library). Reports to the an hires and supervises staff,
Life Sciences Librarian. Mem- oversees the budget including
bers of the Libraries Faculty endowment funds, and, along
must meet Purdue requirements with other staff members, profor promotion and tenure. Sala- vides reference services and rery: $29,000 and up depending search assistance to the Liupon qualifications. Benefits: brary's clientele. The ACES LiFaculty status and responsibili- brarian also will represent the
ties. Rank of Assistant Profes- ACES Library in local, national,
sor. Twelve month qpointment arid intemalional acrivates; enwith annual vacation of 22 courage the planning and impleworking days. Flexible knelir mentation of programs of reprograms with open enrollments source sharing and cooperatiw
annually. Group life, medical collection development with 0thand disability insurance pro- er regional and national library
grams are in effect as are TIAA- programs; and panicipate in the
CREFF retirement and Social Se- preparation of proposals for ex
mity average. Application rernal funding for spxial
Process: Send sraternent of in- projects, Qu.alif~.cations: &
terest, resume, and a list of refAL.4 accredited hILS or
erences w: Thomas L. l-iawonh, its equivalent. Minimum of five
Personnel Aclministrator. Nrdue years relevant experience in a
University Libraries. 1530 Stew- research library, including collecart Center, Wes Lafayette. LV rion d~~elopment.
Knowledge of
47907-1530. Resiew of applica- the informarion needs of scholars
tions will cmmence .March 21, in the departments served. Sub1997 and continue until position stantiid knowledge of new techis filIed. An Eyual Oppomnityl noiogies and significant experiAffirmative Mion Employer.
ence with their app1icat.mns to
enhancing informadon s e ~ i m .
AGIUCUL~W,
EOE;SUA~ER,AND Wmollstrated cotnmitment to
E~TKONMENTAL
SCIENCES
(ACES) providing superior public serLIBRARIAN:
Wpnsibilitis. Re- vice. Demonstrated ability w
porting thraugh the Life 'eienc- plan and implement new proes Diufsion Caordinatar to the gum and services. Evidence of
Deputy University tibraridn, the fesearch and scholarship sumACES Librariar? is responsihk cknt b meet university stanfor the admirtisnacion of the dards for a tenured faculty apACES Librazy ificludlng pason- pointment. Desired: Leadership
nel. senkes, aild collecti.ons. skills, itzcluding the ability to
The Librarian will plan and im- manage change in a positive
pIemwr a comprehensive pro- mawer, Superior or& and w i t -

w:

ten communication skills. Ability to work cooperatively and collegially with colieagues, students, and academic faculty in a
complex, changing, and multiculcurd environment. Sigmficant
supervisory sxperience of diverse
levels of staff. S a l q and Rank:
Salary S47;300 or higher, depending on credentials and experience. Appointment as Associate
Professor with tenure, Appointment as Professor may also be
considered. Librarians have faculty rank and must demonstrate
exdence in librarianshw, research, publication, and university/professional/communit)l service in order to meet university
standards fol pronlotion and tenure. A p p l i c a r i ~ n ! D ~ ?Send
:
letter of application and complete
resume with the names, addresses, and phone numbers of five
references to Allen G. Dries, Libra~? Pe~sonnel Manager, University of Illinois Library at UrbanaChampai9, 1408 West Gregory Drive, Urbana, IL 61801.
Phone (2 17) 333-5494, by 0214 -97.A.A./E.E.O. EIMPLOYER.

BRAUERL I B R A RThe
I ~ . University of Sorth Carolina at
Chapel Hill invites applications
for Librarian, Brauer Library.
Brauer is a departmenral library
serving faculty and students in
Mathematics, Physics and Astronomy, Computer Science,
Srarisrics, and Operations Research. The library houses over
85,000 volumes as well as current print periodicals, microforms and videatapes, and a
growing co1lwtion of electronic
journds and other electronic resources. The Librarian is nsponsible for overall manage-

-
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ment of the library and for reference, collection development,
bibliographic instruction, database searching, liaison with departmental faculty and the central library, and for overseeing
two paraprofessionals and several student assistants. Required Qualifications: ALA-accredited MLS; minimum of three
years' relevant professional experience, preferably within an
academic research library;
strong communication and organizational s k i s ; demonstrated
supervisory and management
skills; ability to work effectively
with a wide range of faculty and
students; and experience using
print and electronic scientific information resources and automated systems. Ability to adapt
to change and continued commitment to professional deveiopment and growth also essential. Preferred Qualifications:
Undergraduate degree or extensive coursework in mathematics,
physics, or applied science;
working knowledge of PC hard-

ware and sohvare and of
French, German, or Russian.
Salary: A twelve-month academic appointmenr, with a minimum saiary of $32,000. Standard State benefits of annual
leave, sick leave, and State or
TIM-CREF retirement plan. To
Apply: Send lener of appiication, resume, and the names,
addresses, and telephone numbers of three references to Lany
Alford, Senior Associate 'v'niversity Librarian, CB#3900, Davis
Library, The University of North
Carolina, Chapel Hill. NC 275148890. About the University
and the Libraries: The country's oldest state university, I--C
has an enrollment of some
24,000 students, employs more
than 2,200 faculty, and offers
the Ph.D. in 62 fields. The Academic Affairs Library, which
consists of Davis Library, Wilson
Library, House Undergraduate
Librav-, and nine departmend
libraries including Brauer, holds
over 4.6 million volumes. The library is a member of the Associ-

ar,ion of Research Libraries, the
Center for Research Lc~raries,
SOLINET, and the Triangle Research Libraries Network. UNC
is an equal opportunity/affirmaLive action employer.
LIBI~~RI~WS.
SeekLqg two iibrarians. Positicn one - Serials/
Circulation Department Head.
Manage all serial and circulation
operations. Some reference aid
Itatabase use instruction possible. Collection development participation. Endeavor's Voyager
ILS ir, use. Occasional weekend
and evening schedules. Qualifications: ALNMLS m d serials
and/or circuiation experience
required. Academic library. PC,
Windows, CD-ROM, serials control system, integrated iibrary
system experience preferred.
Position two - Technical Services Department Head. Manage all technical services operations, OriginaI cataloghg. Copy
cataloging supervision. Collection development participation.
Possible substitution in other

departments. Endeavor's Voyager ILS in use. Qualifications:
ALAiIvlLS, AACR2, LCSH, LC
classification and OCLC experience required. Academic library,
PC, Windows, integrated library
systea and supervisory experieixe preferred. Boti positions:
Supervise Iibrary assistants and
student iibrary assista?ts. Report +LO Librill7 Director. Rank:
Assistant or Associate tibrarian. Salary: Commensurate w i h
'
qualifications and expo~r~ence.
12-nonth tenure track position;
full benefits. Review of applications will begin January 29,
1997 and continue until the positions are filled. Women. persons of color and persons with
disabilities are encouraged to
apply. Please forward letter of
application, resume, and the
names, addresses and telephone numbers of three references to:PERSONNEL OFFICE,
WESTFIELD STATE COLLEGE,
WESTFIELD, MA 01086. An
A f h a t i v e Action/Equal Opportunity Employer.
%

for more information on how you tan make Cir educational program live and local in your tify, tall 6ianna Renzulli,
SlA hanaqer of Proferrional Development a1 1/202/234-4700, ed. b49, or by cmail at gianna@rb.org.
-
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the Of$cial Sponsor of the SLA Web Site Presents.. .

Your Online Connection to the
World$ LQ est Company Database
Disclosure, the expert source for company research, analysis, and business news & commentary, invites you to
demo its newly enhanced research power tool, Global Access. Kowhere online can you get more financial and
business information in one place.

U S . and international company data covering 50,000 companies worldwide
Real-time and historical EDGAR filings, non-EDGAR filings and scanned images of annual reports
and other filings
Broadcast and e-mail alerts
Earnings estimates, institutional ownership, stock quotes and more
Company and industry news articles and summaries
It's a vast amount of data combined with powerful software that allows users to do full-text searching, perform
peer group analysis, download spreadsheet-ready financials from 10-Ks and 10-Qs into Excel' as well as create
custom alerts so you're notified as soon as a filing of special interest is made. And with a web-based interface,
yok're wired for split-second answers.

Making Information MatterA Pf&t4W~orn~an~

For more information, call us at 1-800-236-6997 ext. 202, or e-mail us at info@disclosure.com
Disclosue is a registered trademark of Disclosure hcorporated.

r w . i v . disclosure.com /tiqaJbr a demo

THE WAY

TO FULL-TEXT
ENLIGHTENMENT IS LIT BY

DIALOG"
Where do you Fhd the most complete collection
of online full-text titles in the world? Just one place:
DIALOG.
Search the complete text of articles from magazines,
newspapers, trade journals, newsletters, and market
research reports. And don't forget our full coverage of
business, riews, scientific research, &tellectual property, and other special disciplines.
With over 4,000 full-text titles avagable at your keyboard, cut down on your workload by finding what

If you want to keep track of the important articles on
a particular subject area autornarically, ask about our
Alert service. krtlcles can be delivered to you via fax,
e-mail, or print.
Go online with us and you'll have access to the
largest collection of f1~ll-kxti n f o r r n a t i ~in
~the world,
bar none. And we can prove it, Cd! 1-800-334-2564
and recpest our Full-text Source List (#068318).Or for
more information about us, visit ous Home Page at
http:/ jwww.krinfc,corn/.
-
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you need the first time around. Shave off wasted time

KNIGHT-RIDDER
INFORMATION

by searchmg full text with DLALOG.
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